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ABSTRACT 

Have covariances among characters been relatively static throughout the diversification of a 

group of related organisms, or has there been evolution in the relationships among charaders? 

Common principal component (WC) analysis. an hypothesis testing analog of principal 

component analysis, has been used by others to test this question. Fint. the efficacy of CPC is 

evaluated using simulated data. and shown to have important flaws. Second. CPC is applied to 

pomace fly (Drosophilidae) wing morphometric data. Results indicate that there are differences 

in the phenotypic covariance matrices of the related species, which may suggest an evolution in 

the genetic relationship among traits. The demonstrated limitations of CPC, however, may be 

overestimating these observed differences. Factor analytical methods offer an alternative 

approach. Additional miscellaneous observations about pomace fly wing morphology are 

presented. 
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If you punish the data enough, 
it will tell you anything you want. 

A whale biologist who preferred to remain anonymous 
(in conversation with Barry Lopez. author of Antic Dreams) 



C H A P T E R  O N E  



3.0 THE PROBLEM IN CONTEXT 

The network of veins on a fly wing foms a shape. The network can be characterized by its 

nodes, the homologous points called landmarks where the veins intersect. In a sarnple of wings 

the relative position of these landmarks is not fixed. In some individuals the network may be 

compressed in places, and in others expanded: the landmarks 'moven with respect to one 

another on the wing surface. 

The movement of such landmarks poses a series of evolutionary questions. Are the landmarks 

on a fiy wing free to move on the wing in any direction, or is their movernent constrained by the 

relative positions of one another? Most dies in the speciose Drosophilidae have wings that 

appear similar in their gross morphology. and overall shape. What rnechanism controls this 

apparent conservatism? If landmarks are constrained, what is the direction, or shape, of this 

constraint, and where are its Iimits? Moreover, is the pattern of constraint unique to a species of 

fly. or has it penisted on a macroevolutionary time frame? 

While the t e n  constraint is currently a popular one, it is important to realize that its meaning is 

notoriously inexact. implying the action of multiple mechanisms (Shlichting & Pigliucci, 1998; 

Arnold, 1992; Maynard Smith e t  al., 1985). The laws of physics are universal constraints, 

while local constraints, which may be broken given sufficient tirne, include those imposed by the 

presence or absence of particular developrnental rnechanism, by fitness for the external 

environment, and by the lack of genetic variation. Many authors argue, however, that al1 are 

proximate manifestations of natural selection operating in different ways (Schlichting & Pigliucci, 

1998). 

To distinguish among these alternatives, proximate or ultimate as they may be, is to understand 

the limits on the evolutionary proœss, and explain why al1 imaginable foms are not realized. 

Before this can be achieved, however, an identification of what traits are constrained, or 



correlated, and to what degree is a preliminary step. Once trait correlations have been 

determined they may be examined in numerous wntexts, often by comparing the nature of trait 

correlations under different conditions; in control and experimental situations. or among sister 

species, for example. 

Constraints are, in eKect. 'correlation pleiades" of traits (Berg, 1960). Such constellations of 

interrelated phenotypes result from complex interactions underîying their production. and can be 

studied collectively by applying a multivariate view of evolution (Lande. 1979). A vehide for that 

study is the variance-covariance matrix of traits. which is an estimator of trait interrelationships; 

it is a complex mathematical representation of how the appearance or expression of various 

traits is interconnected. Comparing constraints under different conditions. using a variance- 

covariance matrix, or with other bivariate metrics, proves to be challenging obstacle for which 

appropriate mathematical and statistical tools are under-developed and unreliable. For this 

reason. methodological work (Philiips & Arnold, 1999; Roff & Mousseau, 1999; Shaw, 1991 ) 

remains at the leading edge of constraint research. 

Despite a poor toolbox, and recognition that rnethodology is insufficient (Cowley 8 Atchley, 

1992), worken have identified and compared trait correlations in an array of contexts (e.g. 

Chevenid, 1996, Cowley 8 Atchley, 1990; Zelditch et. al., 1Q9O; Kohn & Atchley, 1988; Arnold. 

1981; arnong othen), using almost as many methods as papen published. Mantel tests of 

paired variance-covariance matrices, widely recognized as being uninformative (Cowley & 

Atchley, 1 992; Shaw, 1 Wl), have appeared most often. However, research into mechanism 

has not been entirely stalled; conelated traits have been shown to have fundional and 

devalopmental correlations (recent examples are Nerneschkal. 1999; and Norry et. al., 1997). 

and species-level group selecüon has been implicated in maintaining certain levels of trait 

integration (Bjoerklund, 1994). All this, despite evidence that the mebic of axnpaflson is 



unreliable. Work in this thesis attempts to add rigour to the rnethodology of comparison 

(Chapter two). 

A major goal in uncovering constraints is to explain the apparent conservation of traits observecf 

in certain clades of species, and how these may have changed during the diversification of a 

lineage. Depending on one's biological stripe, this might be considered from the perspective of 

'phylogenetic constraints" (e.g. McKiMck, 1993), or from the view of quantitative genetics. The 

latter perspective, which is adopted here, can be expressed in tens  of Lande's (1979) model. 

The genetic varianceçovariance matrix (G in the model), used to represent the unique 

contribution of genes to the correlations among traits, is examined in a phylogenetic context to 

detemine if the G-matrix has evolved in synchrony with charader evolution. Evidence for 

evolution of the Gniatrix irnplies that the character evolution has been associated with the 

breaking of constraints. 

Demonstrating that constraints c m  be broken while traits evolve, or in alternative language, that 

the G-mat& is not conserved, has implications for quantitative genetic modelling of 

macroevolutionary processes; i.e. Lande's model of multivadate evolution cannot be 

generalized to longer term evolutionary phenornena. However, identification of phylogenetic 

conditions under which G-matrices are conserved, and those in which they are not, may lead to 

useful inferences about the mechanism of constraint. 

Theoretical (Hansen 8 Martins, 1996) and empincal work (e-g. Merillae & Bjoerklund. 1999; 

AmoM & Phillips, 1999; Steppan, 1997a; Shaw e t  al., 1995; Goodin 8 Johnson, 1992; Lofsvold. 

1986; among others) has shown that genetic variance-covariance matrices. or their near- 

equivalents, phenotypic variance-covariance matrices (Cheverud, 1988; Roff, 1996) are not 

likely to be widely conserveâ. with the only evidenœ of shared patterns of constraint among 

allopatnc sub-species or populations. These studies have suffered from substantial 



methodological and phylogenetic limitations (Steppan, 1997a). Work in this thesis builds on 

these studies, increasing the phylogenetic sape, and addressing the methodological limitations 

(Chapter three). 

The fernainder of the introduction introduces the particulars of this document. A summary of 

each of three chapters and how it pertains to the above research questions is followed by an 

introduction to the morphometnc methods that provide the data. A final note idenitifies future 

research directions. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 

Chapter two is principally methodological, providing support for the analysis that follows. 

Chapter three addresses the major research questions of the thesis, using morphornetric data 

obtained from wings of pomace flies (Family Drosophilidae). Chapter four is entirely descriptive, 

and stands deliberately in opposition to the thematic whole. 

2.1 Chapter Two 

Addressing the methodological paucity in variance-covariance matrix cornparison, Steppan 

(1 997a) and Arnold & Phillips (1 999) have turned Flury's (1 988) common principal component 

(CPC) analysis and related hierarchy of hypothesis tests to the task. The method provides a 

substantial increase in information about the relationship between matrices, however there are 

important limitations of this technique that are identified in this chapter. 

Two characteristics of a principal component based method. a tendency to seek patterns of 

maximal variance, and a constraint to extract mutually orthogonal eigenvecton, will lead to 

underestimates of the similarity among variance-covariance matrices. CPC applied to simulated 

data affims this supposition. A better approach might be one that applies factor analysis. which 

has covariance as its cumncy. An ad hoc resampling factor analysis m e W  is developed and 



applied to this purpose with greater success than tests of CPC. though this method also has 

limitations. 

2.2 Chapter T h e  

The study of conservation of variance-covariance matrices in a phylogenetic context has been 

beset by poor phylogenetic sampling (Steppan, 1997a) and has not been examined at the 

within-family level. This chapter applies CPC. using phylogenetic contrasts rnodelled after 

Steppan's (1 997a) analysis, to test for constancy of phenotypic varianacovariance matrices 

using wing morphornetric data from pomaœ fiies. Evidence suggests matrices are not often 

similar in structure, however a greater degree of similarity is discovered among distantly related 

species than is expected from the results of Steppan (1997a) and others. The ad hoc factor 

analysis rnethod, althaug h, in theory, superior to CPC, yielded uninterpretable results, probably 

due to the high dirnensionality of the data and the instability of the factor solutions. For these 

reasons a covariance-based method is not used on the fiy data. despite recommendations for 

its use in the previous chapter. 

2.3 Chapter Four 

Chapter four represents an antithesis to the rest of this document, a quiet objection to the 

paradigm in which the rest sits comfortably. It exists uniquely for description; to catalogue 

observations about fly wings that the morphometric methods. the light microscope, and a 

sommer of observation have revealed. The omnipresent p-value, as well, makes an 

appearance. lnterspecific differences in mean wing shape are shown to correspond to 

phylogeny. Differenœs in mean wing size are demonstrated and the overall pattern of variation 

in wing shape is discussed. The wider implications of these obsenrations cannot be considered 

without furlher data. This is the authoh favourite chapter. 



3.0 MORPHOMETRIC METHOOS 

Geometric morphometric techniques (overview in Dryden & Mardia, 1 998; Bookstein, 1 996, 

1991) are used to capture the variation in fly wing shape. Because these methods are newly 

developed. and probably unfamiliar to most readen. an introduction is beneficial. The 

measurements upon which the technique is based are not distances between landrnarks, but 

co-ordinates of landrnarks in the plane (or spaœ) in which the specimen is positioned. A major 

advantage of the geometric framework is its use of al1 the information about shape available in a 

set of landmarks (Bookstein, 1996). Traditional inter-landmark distance based metrics 

summarize the same information in a linear measure, only approximating the spatial 

organization of the landmarks. For this reason geometric morphometric methods are 

particularly efficient at capturing small amounts of variation, especially when such variation is 

not highly correlated in the shape space. 

There are a dizzying array of technical variations possible in a geometric analysis of shape 

(Dryden 8 Mardia, 1998), however they al1 begin with a conversion of the raw landmark CO- 

ordinates into a common shape space, and end with some visualization of shape change. 

Bookstein shape coordinates (Bookstein, 1991 ) and generalized procrustes superimposition 

(Rolhf 8 Slice, 1990) are two methods used to obtain a wmmon CO-ordinate system. The latter 

is used when variation in shape around a mean is of interest, and when further geometric 

analysis will be performed (Dryden & Mardia. 1998). 

Generalized-least-squares (OLS) procrustes superimposition, one of various superimposition 

techniques, is used here because it is the only method that produces data with mean and 

variance cornmensurate with parametnc statistical methods (Bookstein. 1 996). In this 

technique. the configurations of landmarks associated with each specimen are superimposed by 

translation and scaleâ to a wmmon œntroid site (the sum of the distanœs betwaan each 

landmark and the configuration œntroid). Proœeding iteratively, a consensus configuration is 



detemined by rotating each configuration such that the sum of the distances between al1 

landmarks and the consensus, for al1 configurations, is minimized. This consensus is known as 

the referenœ configuration, and represents the mean shape in a sample. 

The resulting superimposed coordinates are now in the shape space of the reference 

configuration. The aligned co-ordinates can be used satisfactorally for most s tatistical analyses 

of shape (Rohlf, 1999, In press), though they are more diffcult to interpret biologically. and for 

two-dimensional data summarke the variation in twice as many dimensions as there are 

landmarks. 

An important proviso for any statistical analysis of procrustes-based shape data is that the 

variation between configurations not be too large. This is because the aligned w-ordinates are 

projections of the true shape co-ordinates from the hypenpherical Kendall's shape space onto a 

tangent plane (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). lncluding two widely different shapes in the same 

analysis makes the same eror as expressing the distance from Toronto to Tallahassee as a 

linear chord through the c ~ s t  of the Earth. underestimating the true distance over the Earth's 

surface. For this reason shapes in the same analysis should not extend too far beyond each 

other's hyperspherical horizon. The tight clustering around landmarks of superimposed 

configurations discovered here (e.g Chapter 3, Figure 2c), suggests that the tangent space 

approximation is sufficient. 

Partial warp scores are more useful for the visualization of shape differences than the aligned 

CO-ordinates, and they summarize variation in fewer axes, which can aid statistical 

interpretation. The scores are derived from the modal of the thin-plate spline. This might be 

imagined as an infinitely thin metal plate resting on a bed of nails positioned at each landmark. 

where the height of each nail is the distance between the reference and specimen configuration 

at that landmark. The metal plate is free to bend as the proximity of the landmarks allows; a 



landmark spatially isolated from others will have more influence on the bending of the plate than 

one amid a cluster. Presentation of the location and degree of bending in the spline effects a 

spatial localization of the shape defomation, the biological implications of which a n  then be 

examined. 

Principal warps, orthogonal descripton of the deformations in the thin-plate spline are based on 

an eigenanalysis of the bending energy rnatrix. which is ultimately determined by the pmximity 

of the landmarks in the reference configuration. The principal warps provide a metn'c to 

describe the deformations associated with the thin-plate spline, and the partial warps and 

scores are the two dimensional projections of the data ont0 these axes of defomation. Each 

partial warp variable, therefore. provides a unique interpretation of shape deformation, and in 

statistical analyses can serve as any morphometric variable. 

Shape deformations may be decornposed into those that uniformly alter the shape and those 

that do not. These are referred to as affme and nonaffine respectively. Partial warp scores are 

non-affine descripton of shape defonnation from the reference, while the uniform components 

are the affine descriptors. The uniform wmponents are a deformation of shape that keeps 

parallel lines parallel. i.e. a uniform enlargement. reduction or skew. Because they are not 

captured by the thin-plate spline they must be calculated independently (Bookstein, 1991 ). 

Partial warp scores and the uniform wmponents together form 'the weight matfix" which 

describes al1 the variation in shape available in the landmark data using four fewer axes than 

the aligned CO-ordinate data. Typical visualizations of affine and non-affine shape deformation 

involve the construction of a D'arcy Thomson-like transformation grid (Dryden 8 Mardia, 1998). 

for which the weight matrix provides the coefficients of the spline. This is the chief focus of the 

TPS line of software (Rohlf, 1998a. 1998b). 



Recent theoretical work has indicated that statistical conclusions obtained from the weight 

matrix should be identical to analyses on aligned CO-ordinates (Rohlf, 1999, In press). because 

they are fundamentally rotations of one another. Despite this equivalency, the morphornetnc 

variables in this thesis are partial warp scores because their reduced dimensionality simplified 

CPC analyses, not because interpretation was a goal. Relative warps, scores on the principal 

component axes of the weight matrix (Bookstein, 1996) were not applied, aven though they 

could have provided fewer axes still, because a covariance matrix of orthogonal variables is 

trivial. Visual interpretation of statistical conclusions is back-calculated frorn the partial warps to 

the aligned CO-ordinates because this permitted plotting of shape change in the space of real 

wing; providing a simplet, though less informative, presentation of shape difference. 

lnsect wings have been the subject of geometric morphometric analysis before (Rohlf 8 SIice, 

1990; Baylac 8 Daufresne, 1996) and are attractive because they can be treated with biological 

realisrn in two dimensions. Three-dimensional aspects, including folding, are largely determined 

by the planar orientation of the veins (Wootton, 1992). The power these methods exhibit in 

revealing and depicting small shape differences for the fly wings here (Chapten three and four), 

suggests that they may be valuable tools for the Drosophilist. This thesis, if it accomplishes 

nothing else, should demonstrate the utility these methods have for capturing high-dimensional 

planar wing morphology in Dmsophila. 

4.0 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The p henotypic variance-covariance matrix (P) of morp holog ical traits may be approximately 

equivalent to the genotypic variance-covariance for most data types (Chevenid. 1988; Roff, 

1996). The G-matrix, though labour-intensive to determine, can provide stronger tests of 

evolutionary questions. Cornparison of G matrices, as has been done for P-matrices requires 

various modifications of CPC (Phillips & Arnold, 1999). 



Another application of a P or G-matrix is to test Schluter's (1 996) assertion that speciation 

occun along genetic lines of least resistance. A prediction of his modal is that variation among 

species means for certain traits (the between species variance-covariance matrix) will be 

aligned with the within-species variance-covariance matrix of traits. This is testable with the 

data presented here. 

What is the role of mutation in breaking constraint? A mutation accumulation variance- 

covariance matrix (M) could be constructed from variation in traits among mutation 

accumulation lines (David Houle, pan. comm.). Correspondence of such a matrix to the P or G 

matrix would suggest that mutation is an important force in the breaking of constraints, however 

lack of correspondence implies that forces other than mutation are largely responsible for the 

observed P or G matrix. Wing data for the M-matrix has been obtained, though analysis may be 

complicated. 
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C H A P T E R  T W O  

IS COMMON PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

AN APPROPRIATE METHOD FOR COMPARING 

TRAIT COVARIANCE MATRICES? 



ABSTRACT 

Common principal component analysis (CPC) is a new tool for the cornparison of phenotypic 

and genotypic covariance matrices. Often the goal of such cornparisons is to reveal analogous 

patterns of trait conelation in multiple populations or species. We assume that underlying P and 

G matrices are a series of causal factors that represent biological processes. Using simulated 

data we test the ability of the method to recover a known causal factor structure that was used 

to generate the simulated data. Small differences of trait variances and covariances due to a 

single causal factor in two identically stnictured data sets can cause CPC to declare the two 

data sets unrelated. In general, CPC tends to underestimate the degree of shared structure 

between matrices. These limitations may be the result of the variance maximizing tendency and 

orthogonality constraint inherent in a principal component based technique. We introduce an 

analogous ad hoc method for matnx cornparison based on factor analysis that relaxes these 

limitations. It peffoms better on the same simulated data sets, although it. too. has limitations. 

We argue that methods based on factor analysis are more attuned to the goal of inferring 

process from pattern. 



There are many topics in evolution where the comparison of hnro or more covariance matrices 

can be instructive. Recently Steppan (1 997a, 1997b) has examined the macroevolution of 

phenotypic covarianœ matrices, Arnold & Phillips (1 999) genetic covariance matrix evolution 

and Klingenberg & Mdntyre (1 998) have studied the developmental origins of fluctuating 

asymmetry by comparing covariance matrices. These examples are only the most recent 

attempts to make such comparisons in quantitative genetics and morphometrics (see Lynch and 

Walsh, 1997, pp. 650-653 for a review). 

The comparison of two or more variances or variance components is a relatively straightforward 

statistical procedure for which there are numerous rnethods (Van Valen, 1978, Shaw, 1987; 

Mitchell-Olds and Bergleson, 7990). The rnultivariate analog, the comparison of two or more 

variance-covariance matrices. is a complex task. and the statistical toolbox to carry it out is 

poorly developed. Earlier workers applied a variety of tests of the nuIl hypothesis that two 

matrices are completely dissirnilar (e.g. Lofsvold, 1986; Kohn and Atchley, 1988). A more 

informative approach might be to determine if matrices are similar. and to describe the ways in 

which they differ. Two techniques have been proposed to cany out such tests. Shaw (1991) 

proposed a maximum-likelihood method for the comparison of either whole variance wmponent 

matrices, or any subset of such matrices. With a well estimated data set, this method enables 

statistically precise statements about which parts of the matrix differ, and by how much. Despite 

aie promise of this approach. it has not, to Our knowledge, been applied. 

The second approach is common principal wmponent analysis (WC) (Flury. 1988), which c m  

be used for the comparison of an aibitrary number of variance-covariance matrices, "covariance 

matfices" in our short-hand. and has reœntly been extended to variance-cornponent matrices 

(Phillips 8 Arnold, 1999; Arnold 8 Phillips, 1999). In Shaw's (1991) method. the measured 

traits are treated as natural units which may, in principle, be analysad in any combination. In 



CPC, the entire covariance matrices are decomposed statistically into component vectors that 

may then be compared hierarchically. These very difTerent starting points suggest different 

assumptions about the nature of covariance matrices. In this paper, we will take a doser look at 

CPC for comparing matrices. and ask what the method is capable of telling us. 

CPC (Flury, 1984, 1988) is a hypothesis testing analog of principal component analysis when 

there is group structure in a data set. It offers a parametric hypothesis testing framework for the 

detenination of matrix similarity by comparing certain decompositions of the matrices in 

question. Flury's CPC (1988) method decomposes questions about matrix similarity into a 

series of hierarchical comparisons. In the hierarchy, covariance matrices may be equal 

(corresponding elements in both matrices have the same sampling error), proportional 

(corresponding elements are related by a scalar multipler), have al1 principal components in 

common (CPC model), share some principal components (partial CPC rnodel), or have no 

components in cornmon. If only partially related, there is a separate test for 1 to p-2 shared 

components (where p is the total number of variables). These are referred to as PCPCI. 

PCPCZ, PCPC3, etc. for one, two, or three shared components. For each level of the hierarchy 

a maximum likelihood test statistic is generated and compared to the chi-square distribution. 

The CPC approach because it is fast becoming the method of choice for comparing phenotypic 

(Steppan, 1997a) and genotypic (Phillips & Arnold, 1999; Arnold 8 Phillips, 1999) covariance 

matrices, and for the study of ontogenetic morphological integration (Klingenberg et al., 1996; 

Klingenberg and Zimmerman, 1992; Klingenberg and Spence. 1993). CPC is attractive to 

evolutionary biologists because it offen results which appear easy to interpret. and there is 

public domain software designed for use in rnorphometric (Phillips. 1998a) and quantitative 

genetic problems (Phillips, 1998b). This increased use is ocwning despite the lack of published 

simulations of the efficacy of this method in discriminating among data matrices with known 

properües. Use of the Flury hierarchy penits the degree of relatedness among matrices to be 



characterized with a great deal of resolution (Phillips 8 Arnold, 199Q), far more, at any rate, than 

the examination of matrix equality or proportionality that has been the goal of earlier methods 

(Cowley and Atchley. 1992). 

While CPC is intuitively appealing, we are skeptical that it detects what it seerns to. Our 

skepticism stems from well known proparties of principal component analysis: the principal 

component analysis rnerely transfomis the original data from the spaœ of the original variables. 

which are correlated, to a set of vectors which are uncorrelated. Principal component analysis 

therefore recaptures al1 of the variation in the original data in a new set of variables that are 

uncorrelated. We believe that these features of principal component analysis are contrary to the 

intent of most studies which compare covariance matrices, because such studies are implicity 

concerned with similarity of the causes of trait variances and covariances. rather than data 

surnmarization. the forte of principal components analysis. Two specific properties of principal 

components are objedionable: in maximizing the variance explained by each vector, no 

distinction is made between error variance and ûue differences among matrices; and the 

resulting vectors are constrained to be orthogonal, which is not a property expected of the 

causes of matrix structure. 

Variance Maximiza tion 

The fint objection to principal components-based matrix cornparison techniques is their 

concern for variability and not for covariance structure. The first component extractad is a Iinear 

combination of the original variables that explains the most variance in the data. Each 

subsequent component explains the maximal amount of remaining variance, under the 

constraint of being orthogonal to preœeding components. The result of this is that no distinction 

is made between error variance and other fonns of trait-specific variation and causes of 

covariation. Any trait-specac variances in each sample will be disûibuted across al1 the 

estimated vecton, rather than recognued for what they are. 



A second objection is that principal component vedon are constrained to be mutually 

orthogonal, rather than oblique, in describing patterns. Orthogonality is useful for data 

reduction, but it has the potential to underestimate the amount of shared structure when 

comparing covariance matrices. In principal component analysis there are as many 

cornponents as dimensions of the covariance matrix, and each is ranked by the arnount of 

variance it explains. The first component is the vector which explains the most variance in the 

data. and subsequent components are chosen from the set of vecton orthogonal to the fnst 

component such that the extracted variance is maximized. However, the causes of covariation 

are unlikely to follow such a simple rule. Constraining vectors to orthogonality may obscure 

pattern under certain conditions because it must divide oblique variation among a series of 

orthogonal, uncorrelated components. Oblique causal variance may "load" onto multiple 

orthogonal components. A method not constrained to orthogonality would be able to descnbe 

the same oblique variation in one component vector. 60th the varianœ rnaximization and the 

orthogonality properties. therefore, will tend to spread simple changes in varianœ and 

covariance throughout all principal components vectors. 

6iologka/ /mp/ica tions 

To undentand why these limitations of principal component analysis are important, we need to 

consider what might cause biologically significant differences among covariance matrices. We 

start with the assumpüon that covariance matrices refiect, for example, developmental, 

biochemical or environmental causes which may each affect multiple traits. For example, 

variation in a particular developmental pathway might directly affect the relative lengths of limbs, 

and indirectly affect th8 overall size of the organism through its impact on feeding efficiency. 

Simultaneously, variation in developmental temperature might also have eflects on limb 

dimensions as well as effects on the overall shape of the thorax and size of the otganism. 



These hypothetical causal factors would be independent of each other, yet affect the organism 

in overlapping ways. Unless such overiapping factors affect the same set of traits in exactly the 

same ways, they will have non-orthogonal etTects on the phenotype. 

When the covariance matrices of two populations are compared they could differ fmm each 

other because (1) the amount of variance caused by each causal factor differs - for example. 

the developmental pathway is less variable in one population, or the temperature regimes of the 

two differ. Altematively, (2) which aspects of the phenotype are affected by each of the causal 

factors could differ. In either case, a simple change to one or more causal factors between 

populations will affect many traits in the study. We expect that such changes will carry through 

to affect al1 of the components in a principal component analysis. In CPC. such small 

differences between two population's covarianœ matrices will be accentuated, and matrix 

sirnilarity underestimated. Particularly troublesome is the possibility that a simple change in the 

error structure of the measurements will itself cany through to affect many of the principal 

components by either of these two routes. 

Factor Analytic Solutions 

The potential limitations we have described for CPC analysis may be alleviated by factor 

analytic methods. Factor analysis is analogous tu principal component analysis in that it 

decomposes the entire matrix into vecton and their associated variances. It differs from 

principal components in that the first step of a factor analysis is sequestration of the trait-specific 

variances, which are refened to as uniquenesses. Only then is the rernaining covariance 

summarized by a small number of vectors. This changes the ernphasis towards unwvering 

covarianœ structure rather than patterns of maximal and sub-maximal variability (Jackson, 

1991). Moreover, the common factors detemined by factor analysis need not be orthogonal in 

the original space of the data (Jackson. 1991). On this basis, it seerns that factor analysis might 

be a more appropriate technique for cornparison of covariance matrices. Factor analytic 



methods have been used, albeit sparsely, for the purpose of covariance matrix cornparison in 

evolutionary biology (Gale and Eaves, 1972; Zelditch, 1 988; Zelditch & Carnichael, 1989; 

Arnold, 1981 ; Goodin & Johnson. 1992; Paulsen & Nijhout, 1993). 

In this paper we cany out a series of analyses of simulated data to investigate the proparties of 

CPC analysis in light of this intuition. We use sirnulated data sets with known covariance 

structures to examine the ability of CPC to recover the known level of shared covariation in the 

simulated data. We also develop an ad hoc resampling method based on factor analysis and 

submit it to the same rigoun. and compare it to CPC for its ability to discriminate between 

covariance structures. 

METHODOLOGY 

Data Sets 

Data sets of 200 observations with known covariance structure were generated using a simple 

model. We assume that a given trait is determined by one or more underlying causal factors. 

Causal factors may affect or "load onto" one or more traits, and multiple factors can affect the 

same trait. Factors which affect multiple traits, that is, factors with pleiotropic efieds. will lead 

to covariance structure in a sample of individuals. If traits are affected by more than one factor, 

we Say that the facton overlap. The value of an individual on each factor is taken from a normal 

distribution with a known variance that may differ for each factor. By drawing samples from 

each of these factor distributions, data sets with known covariance struaure are generated. 

The model can be represented algebraically as follows. Any p traits may be affected by any 9 

facton. The value of an individual on each of p traits (T) is determined by q scores on each 

factor (V), and the p x 9 factotltrait loadings matrix (F). with a p x f  vedor of nonnally distributed 

deviations (D) added to eliminate perfect conelations: 



Figure 1. Example data generated by the model. The covariance diagram in the top right of 

the figure has been used to generate the 100 data points that appear in the pairwise plot of 

each trait on the bottom left. Shaded squares in the covariance diagram indicate a positive non- 

zero coefficient in the F-matrix of the mode1 associated with that trait. 



The covarianœ structure of a data set is determined by the F matrix of factor loadings on traits. 

We depict a data set with these simulated relationships using the 'covariance diagrams" that 

appear throughout this paper (Figure 1, upper right). The colurnns in this diagram represent the 

factors, and the rows represent traits. A shaded square implies that the factor in question loads 

additively onto the trait. A blank square implies that the factor does not affect the trait. In this 

case there are five traits and three causal factors. The results of a simulation for 100 individuals 

using the structure in this covariance diagram are shown in a pairwise plot of al1 five traits 

(Figure 1, bottom left). The traits which are detemined by the sarne factor show correlations in 

the plot, while those that are not deterrnined by any of the same facton demonstrate random 

scatter. F I  and F2 we refer to as nonsverlapping factors, while F3 is overlapping with FI 

because they both load ont0 T4. The strong correlations depicted in the pairwise scatter plots 

are the results of FI and F2 alone. The weaker correlation between Tt and T4 is the result of 

F3. The remaining paiwise plots demonstrate random scatter. or near-zero covariances. 

Note that in other covariance diagrams in this paper, not al1 shaded squares represent an equal 

value in the F matrix. ln certain cases (e.g. Figure 2, case 2), where trait variance is controlled 

or manipulated, the coefficients of the F matrix are adjusted as necessary. We opt to represent 

al1 non-zero coefficients in the F-matrix as a shaded square in the interest of clarity. 

COMMON PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

CPC analyses use software programmed by Phillips (1998a). which by default produces the 

cornpiete set of analyses detailed by Flury (1 988). Phillips & Arnold (1 999) argue that the most 

useful indicator of maûk relationships is found using the 'jump-up approach", tabulated by his 

program. This is because each level of the Flury hierarchy is tested against unrelatedness. 

which is the simplest and most intuitive cornparison. Additionally. it is least sensitive to srnaII 

differenœs in covariance structure. An alternative hypothesis of unrelated sûudure is tested 



against a nuIl hypothesis from each level of the Flury hierarchy in the following order: equality, 

proportionality, comrnon structure (CPC) or partial principal component structure (PCPCp-2 ... 

PCPCZ. PCPC1). Beginning with only one shared principal component (PCPCI) and working 

upward to an increasingly shared structure. the highest level of the hierarchy for which unrelated 

structure does not batter explain the data, i.e. the level below the fint significant hypothesis test, 

provides the best explanation of matrix relationships. Throughout this paper, this level of the 

hierarchy is reported as the degree of shared structure between matrices. CPC is capable of 

handling multiple matrices. though here we examine only pain of matrices to eliminate the need 

for post hoc multiple comparisons. The same analyses are performed on covariance matrices 

and correlation matrices derived from the simubted data, to determine if CPC peforrns better 

when given standardized data. Covariance matrices. however, are the typical input for CPC 

analyses. 

When testing the partial common principal components hypotheses, the components with same 

rank ordered variance in each of the data sets are replaced with the same rank ordered 

component determined in the common structure (CPC) analysis. Hence a test of PCPCl 

creates covarianœs matrices for each of the data sets in which the fint principal component 

(Le. that which has the highest eigenvalue) is constrained to be the same as the first camponent 

in the comrnon structure (CPC) analysis. Equally a test of PCPC2 creates covariance matrices 

in which the first two principal components for each data set are replaœd by those of the CPC 

analysis. 

This replacement of components in decreasing rank order for each of the partial CPC analyses 

(PCPCl , PCPCZ ... PCPCp-2) is the default in Phillips (1998a) program, however manual re- 

ordering of the components is pemitted (Le. which component in the second data set should a 

component in the fint data set be compared to), but this requires inspection of Vie vectors for 

similarity. To eliminate the manual inspection, we structure our data sets so that comparable 



components have the same rank order of variance. The variances of those traits that load ont0 

each factor have been constnrcted such that those which load ont0 causal factor one have the 

highest variances and those on causal factor four the lowest variance. Using the notation 

above: the V matrix is structured so that the variance associated with factors decreases from 

left to right. 

Resampling Factor Analysis 

In this ad hoc method, we find the loadings of traits on factors using factor analysis (the "factor 

loadings matrix") performed separately on NO covariance matrices, and use the angles 

between these pairs of vectors to determine how many factors are similar. Klingenberg 8 

Mclntyre (1998) have used a comparable method to determine the similarity between vectors 

obtained from principal components analyses on covariance matrix pain. All routines are 

programmed in S-plus 4.5 professional (Mathsoft Inc., 1998) using the factor analysis procedure 

F ACTANAL. 

A nuIl distribution representing similarity of the matrix pain is generated by iterating the 

following procedure 5000 times. The original data from which each of the covariance matrices is 

derived is pooled and œntred to zero means separately. Observations are randomly assigned 

to one of two data sets such that two equally-site random samples are created. The covariance 

matrices for these data sets are determined. 

A factor analysis of each covariance matrix is performed using the 'principal factor methodm of 

factor extraction which estimates th8 comrnunalities a priori. Solutions are rotated obliquely 

using an OBLlMlN rotation. A simple vector-matching algorithm detemines which fador vector 

of the first matrix to compare to each factor vector of the second matrîx, an important step 

because the order of factors is not stable. The algorithm matches the vecton from the two 

matrices such that they are ordered to correspond to their most similar counterpaits in the first 



original matrix, ensuring that the first. second. third etc. factor vector of ail matrices are 

analogous. The measures of matrix similarity are the angles Setween the analogous vecton of 

the two matrices. In this way nuIl distributions consisting of angles are developed for each 

factor extracted. This pemits a test of the pmbability that the observed angle between the two 

original matrices for a given factor vector is not significantly different from the nuIl distribution for 

that factor vector. 

T ESTING COMMON PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

In order to determine the properties of comrnon principal components analyses, we simulated a 

series of thirteen cases consisting of paired data sets with known charactaristics. To 

meaningfully assess the results of these cases. it is necessary to have some benchmark for the 

reiationship between the causal factors generated in the simulated data, and the recovery of 

those factors by the CPC method. For this purpose case 1 is presented in detail. 

The covariance diagram for case 1 appean in Figure 2. Note that to sirnplify presentation of 

paired data sets and facilitate their cornparison, the covariance diagrams for hnio data sets are 

compressed into one. Each column or causal factor in the covariance diagram is divided in two, 

where the left and right sub-columns refer to the fint and second data sets respectively. Bar 

graphs to the right of the covariance diagrams depict the amount of variance of each trait for the 

h o  data sets. 

A CPC analysis of the h o  identically stnictured data sets of case 1 wrrectly detemines their 

equality (as per result in Table 3). Table 7 presents the common principal cornponents. 

generated under the nuIl hypothesis that the two matrices share a common principal component 

structure (the CPC level of the hierarchy). Recall that these CPC hypothesis components are 

useful because they are used to test partial principal component hypotheses. For exarnple, 

testing the hypothesis that three components are shared (PCPC3) would take the three 



Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Eigenvalue 2.8874 0.5090 0.1 357 0.0534 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 

(1st data set) 

Eigenvalue 3.0221 0.4793 0.1071 0.0505 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 

(2nd data set) 

Pn'ncipaI Component Loadings (CPC hypothesis) 

T l  0.58 -0.52 -0.28 -0.18 0.45 

T2 0.58 0.42 0.37 0.15 

T3 0.58 0.1 1 0.20 -0.60 

T4 0.71 -0.35 -0.34 

TS 0.71 0.35 0.34 

T6 0.71 -0.24 0.49 0.16 -0.15 

TI 0.71 0.24 -0.49 -0.16 0.15 

T8 0.58 0.20 -0.71 -0.20 

19 0.58 -0.52 0.12 0.12 -0.10 

Tj  O 0.58 0.32 -0.17 0.59 0.31 

Table 1. Results of a CPC analysis for Case 1 (Figure 2). The loadings of the principal 

components reptesent the CPC level of the Flury hierarchy. Loadings with an absolute value 

less than O. 1 are omitted for clarity. 



components in Table 1 with the highest ranked varianœs and insert them as the first three 

components in individual principal component analysis on each data set The PCPC3 

hypothesis is therefore testing that these three components are shared. 

An important result, here, is that the first four components exactly represent the four identical 

causal factors present in each of the data sets. Therefore we can expect a oneto-one 

relationship between the causal factors simulated in the data, and the number of shared 

components reported by CPC. The remaining six principal components represent the 

randornness inserted in the data set when the data were generated. 

Table 2 summarizes the properties of each of the remaining cases that we consider. The t ens  

on this table are used throughout this paper and benefit from clarification. Factor stmcture 

refers to the general pattern of loadings of a causal factor (F) on the ten traits (T). Shared factor 

structure, then. implies that the structure of at least one causal factor is similar in both of the 

data sets. Factor overlap occurs when the same trait loads on more than one causal factor. 

Variance manipulation is perfomied in two ways. In both types of manipulation the fint of the 

two data sets is not altered. In the first type. the coefficients for certain traits in the F matrk 

doubled or halved in the second data set. The coefficients that were manipulated mn be 

detemiined from the variance ban  to the right of the covariance diagrarns, where a large 

disparity in the amount of variance for the same trait between data sets indicates manipulation. 

The second fom of variance manipulation is an inflation of the error variance (the D vedor) for 

certain traits. This is pewliar to case 3. Finally, varience confml is implemented to account for 

the automatic differences in trait variance caused by having different factor structures in the two 

data sets. The fint data set, is again, left unaltered, and the coefficients of the F-matrix aie 

inflated where appropriate so that expected variances of each trait in the two data sets are 



- 

Shared Factor 
Cornplete Cornplete Partial Partial 

Structure 

Partial or Partial or 
Factor Overlap None None 

Complete Corn plate 

Trait variance Case 1 Case 4 Case 6 Cases 8 to 11 

controlled 

Trait variance 
Cases 2 and 3 Case 5 Case 7 Cases 12 and 1 3 

manipulated or 

not controlled 

Table 2. Classification of simulated cases. Each case consists of two paired data sets with a 

completely or partially shared factor structure, and in which factors overlap complately. partially, 

or not at all. Trait varianœ is controlled in certain cases. 



equal. Actual differences in variance, obsewed in the disparity of variance ban for certain 

traits, are the result of sampling variability. 

Figures 2 and 3 present the covariance diagrams for the cases, and Tables 3 and 5 present the 

results. In the fint five cases (cases 1 to 5) we examine paired data sets where al1 the causal 

factors are shared, but the degree of overlapping of factors and the variance associated with the 

traits is manipulated either through numerical changes in the structure of the F-rnatrix or by 

adding small random erron to certain traits. In the remaining cases (cases 6 to 13). paired data 

sets with some differences in their causal factor structure are tested. Again the overlap of 

factors is manipulated, and trait variance is controlled. In most cases the results for the 

covariance matrix and correlation matrix inputs are similar. When they differ, the results are 

discussed. 

Cases 1 - 5: Can CPC detect equality.. . 
Cases 1 and 2: . . . when there is no factor overlap? 

In these cases the same non-overlapping factor structure is a controlled variable and the 

variance structure is manipulated. Variance is manipulated by adjusting the loading of a trait on 

a given causal factor (the coefficients of the F matrix), this is revealed in the variance bars. In 

case 1, where factor structure and variance structure are identical. CPC correctly identifies their 

equality, while in case 2, where variance structure differs, CPC on the covariance matrix claims 

their unrelatedness. Because of the variance manipulation by changing CO-efficients in the F- 

mat&, the factor structures of the two data sets are not identical. Here, we think that CPC is 

too sensitive. It overlooks the general factor stnicture (Le. on which traits the factor loads), and 

instead claims their unrelatedness on the basis of numerical differences. The use of a 

correlation matru overcomes this sensitivity: CPC daims their equality. 



Case 1 Case 2 

Case 3 
Fl  F2 F3 F4 

Case 4 
Fl  F2 F3 F4 L-4 

Case 5 
FI F2 F3 F4 0' 

Figure 2. The covariance structures of cases 1 to 5. Trait variance structure has been 

manipulated in cases 2 and 5 for traits T3, TS. and T7. Error variance has been inflated in case 

3 for traits T3 and T7. Differences in varianœ that appear in other cases are the result of small 

sarnple site. 



Case 3: .. . when e m r  variance changes? 

This case has the same structure as case 1. except that variance was manipulated by the 

addition of a random enor to the traits T3 and T7 in the second data set. This corresponds to 

increasing the eror variance for two traits in the D term of Our model. As a result of this 

addition, the overall variance of these traits increases. CPC on the covariance matrix fails to 

detemine the equality of the two data sets and instead identifies one shared principal 

component (PCPCI ). CPC on the correlation matrix, however, is not distraded'by these 

variance manipulations, and returns equality. 

Cases 4 and 5: . . . when there is factor ove-? 

These cases present a similar controlled cornparison instead using overlapping factors. Where 

factor structure is identical and no variance manipulation occurs in Case 4, CPC on the 

covariance matrix appropriately dedares their equality, and where there is variance 

manipulation in Case 5, CPC on the covariance rnatrix daims their unrelatedness. The results 

for CPC on the correlation matrix in these two cases campletely confounds the picture. 80th 

with and without variance manipulations, the result is a failure to identify the shared factor 

structure. 

Cases 6 - 13: Can CPC Identilry s h a d  structure.. . 
Cases 6 and 7: . . . when there is no factor overlep? 

These cases use the same non-overlapping factor structure in their paired data sets. In the first 

case variance is controlled, while in the second variance is pennitted to Vary consistentiy with 

the factor structure (no variance wntrol). With or without controlled variance, CPC on the 

covariance mabix wnectly identifies the level of shared factor structure in both cases. 

However, in case 6 the correlation matrix analysis overestimates the shared structure. 



Figure 3. The covariance structures of cases 6 to 13. Variance is controlled in al1 cases but 7 

and 13. Differences in variance that appear in other cases are the result of small sample size. 



Case 6 
F i  F2 F3 F4 

1 

Case 8 

Case 1 O 
FI F2 F3 F I  

Case 12 
F I  F2 F3 F4 

Case 7 

Case 9 
FI  F2 F3 F4 W 

Case 11 
Ft F2 F3 F4 

Case 13 
Fi F2 F3 F4 



Case 8: . . . when overlap occurs in one data set? 

This case contrasts a data set with non-overlapping factors to a data set with some overiap. 

Variance is controlled. CPC on the covariance matrix identifies the first two factors as shared, 

while the third, which is also shared, is not identified as such. On the correlation matrix the 

method returns CPC as the best hypothesis, which given the near similarity of the two data sets 

is a srnall overestimation. 

Case 9: . . . when all shared factors ove- ? 

This case compares two data sets with shared overlapping factor structure. but non-overlapping 

unshared factors. Variance is controlled. CPC on the covariance matnx mrrectly identifies two 

shared principal components corresponding to the overlapping facton. while on the correlation 

matrix it declares the data sets unrelated. 

Cases 1 O and 12: . . . when al1 factors overlap? 

Case 10 compares two data sets in which each factor overlaps once with another factor, and 

only two factors are shared. When variance is controlled CPC identifies only one shared factor, 

overlooking a second. Case 12 is identical to case 10 except variance is not controlled. CPC 

declares the two data sets unrelated, despite their sharing of two causal factors. 

Case 1 1: . . . when shared factors are both overlapping and non-overlapping? 

Case 11 compares two data sets in which each factor overlaps twice with another factor, three 

facton in total are shared. CPC fails to rewver any shared structure in this case, reporting that 

the data sets are unrelated. 

Case 13: . . . when there is a general size factor overlapping with al1 factors? 

A general size factor. ont0 which most or ail traits map. is common in many morphometnc data 

sets. The fnst factor in this case has the largest variance, and loads equally onto al1 aie traits. 



Covariance Matrix Correlation Matrix 

HO Ha P HO Ha P 

Case 1 equal unrelated 0.7 equal unrelated 0.75 

Case 2 

Case 3 

Case 4 

Case 5 

Case 6 

Case 7 

Case 8 

Case 9 

Case 10 

Case 11 

Case 12 

Case 13 

PCPC1 

PCPC1 

equal 

PCPC1 

PCPCZ 

PCPCZ 

PCPCZ 

PCPCZ 

PCPC1 

PCPC1 

PCPCl 

PCPC1 

unrelated O 

unrelated 0.74 

unrelated 0.39 

unrelated O 

unrelated 0.86 

unrelated 0.1 1 

unrelated 0.2 

unrelated 0.96 

unrelated 0.2 

unrelated 0.07 

unrelated 0.05 

unrelated O 

CPC 

equal 

PCPC1 

PCPCI 

PCPCS 

PCPCZ 

CPC 

PCPC1 

PCPC1 

PCPC1 

PCPCI 

PCPC1 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

unrelated 

Table 3. Results of CPC analyses for each case. Analyses are run separately on covariance 

and correlation matrices derived from the simulated data. The level of the Flury hierarchy which 

best explains the relationship between the paired data sets is in bold. The probability of the nuIl 

hypothesis in each case is provided. 



Extracted Vector Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

1 Comparison FI vs F I  FI  vs F1 F l  vs F I  F i  vs F l  F I  vs F I  F1 vs F I  

Angle 1.3 3.6 1.9 2 1.3 1 -4 

P O. 63 O. 14 O. 63 0.63 O. 63 O. 94 

2 Comparison F2 vs F2 F2vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2vs F2 

Angle 2.0 1 .2 2.2 2 2 .O 2.3 

P 0.51 0.99 O. 83 0.82 O. 51 0.88 

3 Comparison F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 

Angle 2.2 1.5 2.5 2 2.2 47.9 

P 0.45 0.99 O. 74 O. 74 0.45 O. 00 

4 Comparison F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 

Angle 1.2 3.6 1.7 2 2.1 59.5 

P 0.60 0.f5 O. 85 O. 85 O. 51 0.00 

Extracted Vector Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 1 O Case 1 1 Case 12 Case 13 

Comparison 

Angle 

P 

Comparison 

Angle 

P 

Corn parison 

Angle 

P 

Corn parison 

Angle 

P 

F1 vs F i  F l  vs F1 F I  vs F i  F I  vs F1 F I  vs Fi FZ vs F I  F1 vs F l  

1.7 0.9 1 2 2.7 1 1 

0.97 0.91 1.00 0.85 O. 70 1-00 0.20 

F2 vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2vs F2 F2 vs F2 F2 vs F2 mix 

2.8 2.7 1 5 12.8 4 29.6 

0.88 0.31 O. 99 0.37 O. 00 O. 72 0.67 

F3 vs F3 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F4 F3 vs F4 F3 vs F3 F3 vs F4 mix 

48.9 1 1 .O 61 43 9.0 51 30.8 

0.00 0. 00 O. O0 0.00 O. 00 O. 00 0.91 

F4 vs F4 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F3 F4 vs F3 F4 vs F4 F4 vs F3 mix 

61.2 6.9 48 48 36.2 53 72.5 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. 00 0.00 O. 10 

fabb 4. Results of the resampling factor analyses for each simulated case. The comparison 

between factor vedors extractad from the first and second data sets is provided. For each 

comparison the angle in degrees between the factor vedors, and the probability that the angle 

falls within the nuIl distribution is listed. P-values of 0.00 are less than 0.0001. 



Othewise. the remaining three factors are identical in structure to cases 10 and 12. Variance is 

not controlled. CPC declares the two data sets unrelated, despite the sharing of a general size 

factor and second causal factor. 

TESTING RESAMPLING FACTOR ANALYSIS METHOD 

The results of the resampling factor analysis appear in Table 4, and are summarized in Table 5. 

For each case four factor vecton are extracted. equal to the number of causal facton generated 

in the data sets. In cases 1 to 12, the structure of the extracted vecton could be identified as 

representing one of the causal factors in each data set. This meant that every companson 

perforrned by the resampling method was a companson of a causal factor. Factor vectors were 

always conectly matched by the vector-matching algorithm. In case 13, with a general size 

factor, the structure of the extracted vectors could not always be deady identified as 

representing the causal facton. 

A vector shared between data sets is so declared if the observed angle between the two data 

sets falls within the lower 95% of the nuIl distribution generated from the pooled data sets. An 

obsewed angle that falls outside these limits indicates that the vecton in question are not 

shared. 

Cases f - 5: Can the factor method de- equallly? 

With or without control of varianœ stnicture, and whether or not overlap exists in the causal 

factors. the resampling factor analysis method suceeds in identifying four shared causal factors 

in each case. 

Cases 6 - f3: Can the fictor rnethd identm shubd sfructurie? 

When non-overlapping factor structure exists (case 6 and 7), the resampling factor analysis 

method has no trouble corrediy identiwng the level of shared structure. with or without varianœ 

wntrol, Where three causal factors are shared (case 8), and in one data set overlapping 



structure exists, the method fails to declare as shared one of the three causal factors. The 

failure occurs for the factor in which there is overlap (F3). Where overlap occun arnong shared 

factors and un-shared facton are non-overlapping (case 9), the factor analysis method correctly 

identifies the hivo shared facton. Where al1 causal facton are overlapping, and two facton are 

shared (case 1 O), the method also correctly identifies the two shared facton. Where two shared 

and one unshared causal factors are overlapping. and three factors are shared (case 11), the 

method only recognizes F4, the factor which does not overlap, as being shared. It fails to 

recognize FI  and F2 as shared facton. In case 12. where all factors overlap and two factors 

are shared, the method succeeds. When a general size factor exists, in addition to other shared 

overlapping factors (case 13). the method substantially overestimates the shared factor 

structure. Here, al1 four factors extracted are declared shared. Only the general size factor (FI) 

is extracted with loadings analogous to its causal structure. The remaining extracted factors 

appear as compromises of the other causal factors. 

DISCUSSION 

Hypothesis tests concerning covariance matrices have becorne increasingly sophisticated in the 

past decade. It has been recognized that standard permutation tests of matrix equality (e.g 

Dietz, 1983) are inappropriate for a variety of reasons (Shaw, 1991; Cowley & Atchley, 1992). 

Moreover, tests which seek to quantify the degree and nature of sirnilarity are warranted 

because "the information content of the rnatrix permutation test is very limitedn (Cowley & 

Atchley, 1992. p. 1965). Shaw's (1 991 ) approach permits testing the identity of any paired 

element or set of elements between two covariance matrices, but for genetic covariance 

matrices requires large sample sizes to obtain a reasonable leval of statistical power. Shaw's 

method œrtainly incteases the information content of the matrix cornparison, but it may be too 

fine-grained and resourceheavy to prove practicable. It is because we are most interested in 

the relationships arnong traits that a vector-based apptoach, such as wmrnon principal 



component analysis or factor analysis, offers a significant advantage. Flury's (1988) hierarchy 

of tests as implemented by the CPC methodology permits both the quantification of the degree 

of similanty, and the identification of what relationships are similar. This hypothesis testing 

framework is a significant advance over earlier methods. 

This use of principal component techniques has an early history in matrix cornpanson (e.9. 

Bailey, 1956; Hashiguchi and Morishima. 1969; Hegmann & DeFries, 1970). A more recent 

example is Atchley et. al. (1 985) who found the angles between the fint four varimax-rotated 

principal components of phenotypic. genotypic and environmental covariance matrices for 

mouse mandible measurements. A similar technique is used by Klingenberg & Mclntyra (1998) 

to compare covariance matrices representing individual variation. fluctuating asymmetry and 

measurement error for tsetse fly wings. 

Common principal component analysis has been used for the purpose of comparing phenotypic 

and genotypic covariance matrices with apparent success (Steppan, 1997a; Arnold & Phillips. 

1999). However. it is in the use of the results that our cornplaint is levied. Airoldi & Flury 

(1988), in a paper aimed at explicating the CPC method for biologists. make no attempt to 

consider morphological integration and the relationships among traits. lnstead their explicit goal 

is to describe a rnethod that can fiIl the role of principal component analysis when there is group 

structure in a data set. CPC, as exemplified by Airoldi & Flury, is a rnethod for studying 

morphological variation, not morphological integration. However, the method cleatly can be put 

to the purpose of comparison as the work of Steppan (1997a) and Arnold & Phillips (1999) 

demonstrates. 

It seems that CPC analysis is fast bewming the meaiod of choiœ for comparing trait covariance 

matrices. Our results suggest that its adoption as the general solution to al1 matrix comparison 

problems may be oveczealous. CPC may be suitable for phenomenological questions where 



patterns of variances and covariances thamselves are the objects of study. However, for 

mechanistic questions of morphological integration, where the correlation among traits is the 

quantity of interest, CPC may be unsuitable. Evidence presented here suggests that CPC 

frequently underestimates the degree to which two data sets share a wmmon causal factor 

structure. This occun because the method is evaluating the patterns of variances and 

covariances which can obscure the underlying causal correlations between traits, and the 

patterns it uncoven are constrained to be mutually orthogonal. 

A rnethod for studying morphological integration should reveal patterns of relationships among 

traits without being unduly infiuenced by the magnitude of relationships. It should uncover 

correlations even when they are obscured by contradictory patterns of variance. And it should 

uncover those patterns no matter their orientation with respect to one another. This is a tall 

order, and no rnethod may ever match up, but CPC may fall wider of the mark than is 

necessary. If we are interested in the relationships among traits, then a factor analysis method 

that sequesten trait-specific variances and is not constrained to orthogonality might be a better 

choice. 

Variance Maxhnization 

A principal component based technique extracts vectors that explain the maximal amounts of 

variance in the data. This is what we refer to as variance maxirnization. The shape of an insect 

wing, for example. rnight be determined by the same genetic interactions during developrnent in 

many related species. If certain species exhibited more variance in some traits than othen 

despite the similar developmental processes, a variance maximizing technique like principal 

component analysis or CPC would be more likely to falsely declare a difference in the genetic 

architecture. 



Table 5. Cornparison of results from CPC and resampling factor analyses for each simulated 

case. 'O" indicates proper identification of a shared causal factor and "x" indimtes improper 

identification or failure to identify a shared causal factor. No symbol indicates that the given 

causal factor was correctly identified as unshared. Trait variance manipulations refer to how the 

trait variance was treated. 'controln implies that all traits were defined to have the same 

variances (differences are due to small sarnple size). 'manipulatedn implies that trait variances 

were deliberately changed for certain cases. "error" irnplies that error variance was added to 

certain traits without affecting covariance structure. 'no controln implies that trait variances are 

simply an equally weighted sum of the casual factor variances that created the traits. 





Biological proœsses that can alter the magnitude of single trait variances and covariances 

without altering the general shape of the causal factor structure might produce misleading 

results using a variance maximizing technique. Such small changes in causal factor structure 

might occurs as follows. A hypothetical gene which causes cell enlargement is a causal factor. 

In a developing fly wing this gene affects both distaVproximal and anteriorlposterior cell 

enlargement. but it affects these processes to different degrees. This is its general causal factor 

structure. Two species share this general causal factor structure. but a quantity of the gene 

product causes greater lengthening in a distaVproximal direction in species A than it does in 

species B. Hence the covariance between wing length and wing width would be greater in 

species A than in B. though the general shape of the causal factor structure remains. A CPC 

analysis might now declare these data sets unrelated. because one portion of the covariance 

matrix has changed in magnitude. Any process which can alter the strength of a given causal 

factor on one trait that it affects. can change varianœs and covariances such that directionality 

of extracted vectors is at odds to the facton that generated the data. When comparing 

covariance matrices with a view to studying relationships between traits, we would like our 

method to see beyond such numerical differences. and recover instead the larger patterns of 

trait correlation. 

To examine the effect of changing the variances and covariances we expenmentally 

manipulated the magnitudes of coefficients of the causal factors in the F-maMx of our model. 

The fint five cases, in which we use CPC to detemine matru< equality, provide a controlled test 

of the effect of such changes on the recovery of causal factors. In those cases where 

coefficients were not manipulated (cases 1 and 4), each trait had a similar varianœ in both data 

sets (same disparity is introduced because sample sire is relatively small). Here. CPC corredly 

declared the hno data sets equal. For cases in which coefficients were rnanipulated such that 

traits had different varianœs and covariances between data sets, CPC on the covariance matruc 



declared the two data sets unrelated when they were in fact analogous in the general shape of 

their causal factor structure (cases 2 and 5). These cases had the same form as the successful 

cases (1 and 4) in which coefficients were not manipulated. Although the data sets in these 

cases were not. in fact. equal. they had much more shared structure than the method revealed; 

CPC detected the variance manipulation, which does alter the factor structure somewhat, but 

over-reacted in declering unrelatedness. 

A change in the patterns of variances and covariances can also occur without a change in the 

causal factor structure. A simple change in overall trait variance might occur by various 

mechanisrns including: the presence or absence of canalization. environmental varianœ (a 

problem with phenotypic matrices), as well as a larger mean size of the trait. When trait specific 

error variance (corresponding to the D term of ou? modal) was inflated for two traits in one data 

set (case 3). CPC was distracted and reported only one shared component (PCPCI). 

The results of CPC analyses of correlation matrices are an enigma. fhey contain the same 

information as a covariance matrix with the differences in the scale of the variables removed. In 

biologiml applications this property may render analyses non-sensical. We included analyses 

on correlation matrices to see if our variance manipulations could be trivially overwme by 

standardization. In a simple non-overlapping case with variance manipulation (case 2), and 

where error variance was manipulated (case 3) a correlation matrix saw beyond our 

manipulations. The poorer performance of correlation matrices in cases 4 and 5 is difficult to 

explain. It may result from the presence of overlapping facton. factors which load ont0 one or 

more of the sarne traits, which cornplicate the correlation structure. These varied results 

suggest that the using a correlation matrix does not solve the variance maximiration problem. 

The resampling factor analysis method was not distaded by the manipulations of the first fiva 

cases. In each case it correctly identified the completely shared structure belween the paired 



data sets. A principal component analysis of such data places the trait variances on the 

diagonal of the covariance matrix. Factor analysis differs by finding uniqueness, akin to the 

unexplained variance of partial correlations among variables. and placing them on the diagonal. 

This key difference enables factor analysis to be robust to our numerical tinkering with the F and 

D ternis of our mode1 pemitting identification of the general shape of the causal factor structure. 

OrthogonaIifjt Constraint 

Our intuition is that overlap of causal factors is the biological nom. We do not expect to find 

perfect genetic correlations among certain pairs of traits and zero genetic correlations among 

other pairs as is required by non-overlapping facton. Overlapping factors create a complex 

covariance matrix in which pattern is not immediately evident. The oblique patterns of 

covariation which result are not transparent to a principal component based method, which is 

wnstrained to orthogonality. 

When three facton overlap. a principal component based method summarizes their joint 

variation in three or more principal cornponents. Each vector is not a replica of the causal 

factor, but a compromise of ali three causal factors, balanced so that al1 components are 

mutually orthogonal. When cornparhg two data sets that have the same three factors 

overlapping in an identical way, we may expect a principal component based method to identify 

three shared overlapping components, although their loadings will not resemble the factor 

structure that generated them. This is, in fact, what we discover. If three factors overîap. but 

only two overlap in the same way and are shared in both data sets (cases 10 and 11 illustrate 

this), the three components describing each data set will represent different orthogonal 

compromises of the oblique covariation. Therefore the two shared causal factors will not be 

identified, because a third differing overlapping factor changes the orthogonal compromise. 



Factor analysis offen a partial solution to this problem because it can generate wnelated 

descripton of the data that are not orthogonal in the original space of the data (Jackson, 1991), 

and oblique rotations of the resulting factor structure permit further clarification of these 

patterns. Factor analysis employed in our resampling method is not, however, infallable in its 

extraction of oblique covariation. although it fares much better than CPC in out empirical tests. 

There is evidence that regardless of variance structure, a causal factor structure in which al1 

traits are independent and therefore al1 factors non-overlapping poses no problem for CPC or 

resampling factor analysis rnethods (cases 6 and 7). Cases 8 through 11 ofter a step-by-step 

examination of the problem imposed by the orthogonality constraint when soma degree of factor 

overlap exists. 

To eliminate the problem posed by the variance maximization tendencies of CPC, each of these 

cases has trait variance controlled so that orthogonality constraint may be examined in isolation. 

When variance is controlled the neœssary coefficients of the F-mat& are altered to ensure that 

the product of the V and F matrices produces comparable variances for the same trait in the two 

data sets. The control has the intended affect. A test of this is made by wmparing cases 10 

and 12 which have the same non-overlapping structure. CPC, when applied to the former case 

in which variance is controlled, does better at recovering the shared structure than in the latter 

case where variance is neither controlled nor manipulated. 

The smallest degree of factor overiap (i.e. the simplest covariance structure in which factor 

ovetlap occurred) we tested occun when there is one data set in which al1 factors are 

orthogonal, and a second which has two overiapping factors (case 8). When testing the PCPC3 

hypothesis, the correct relationship betwaen the data sets. the CPC method asks if thraa 

components representing F1, F2, and a compromise of F3 and F4 are shared by both data sets. 

FI and F2 are shared, as the method discovers, but F3, which is also shared, has been 



wmpromised by h o  orthogonal descriptors. The factor analysis method also fails for this case, 

not because of a failure to attribute oblique structure to a given vector, but because of its high 

degree of sensitivity. It correctly identifies the structures of both data sets, including the oblique 

structure in the second data set, but it fails because the magnitude of the loadings on F3 differ 

by a small amount for each data set. As a result the angles between the F3 of each data set 

are slightly outside the nuIl distribution and the factors are declared different Modifications of 

the resampling method are possible to reduce this sensitivity, but we do not consider them here. 

A further degree of complexity occun when two overlapping factors are shared in both data sets 

(case 9). Unlike the previous case, the orthogonal compromise is identical for both data sets, 

while the differences between the data sets are found in an independent suite of traits. As 

expected, CPC identifies these shared factors. The factor analysis method also corredy 

identifies the two shared factors. 

A more complex covariance structure has four overlapping factors, h o  of which are shared 

(case 10). Tesüng of the correct PCPC2 hypothesis fails because F2 overlaps with F3 which 

diffen in the two data sets. The CPC representation of Ç2 is compmrnised because of this 

overlap, but the F1 remains largely intact because it is only weakly conelated with the factors 

that differ. As a result, PCPC1 is the level of the hierarchy that best fits the data. The 

resampling factor analysis method recoven the causal factor sûucture completely, and correctly 

identifies the two shared factors. 

A still more cornplex covariance structure has three overbpping factors, one of which overlaps 

with h o  othen (case 1 1). F3 overlaps with both FI  and F2 resulting in higher covariances in 

this case than in the preceeding cases. F4 is independent. and is the only factor recavered by 

either method. CPC is completely confounded by this overlap. The factor analysis meaiad 

neatly recoven the structure of both data sets. except for*shadows' cast by F3 on each of Fi 



and F2 in both data sets. These out of place factor loadings, which although small in 

magnitude. are sufficiently large to produce an angle between the nearly identical vectors that 

falls outside the nuIl distribution. The over-sensitivity of the factor analysis method fails it again. 

however, the analogous structure of the two data sets is apparent upon observation, if not by 

statistical confirmation. 

The rnost cornplex covariance structure that we tested has a general size factor which overlaps 

with the other three factors (case 13). There is additional overlap among these factors. Again, 

CPC is confounded and claims unrelatedness. The factor analysis method finds the general 

size factor, though is unable to detect the signal from the other three facton. As a result it 

extracts differently loaded factors at each randomization iteration, producing a wide distribution 

of angles inside of which the real angle falls. Thus the method erroneously dedares these 

factors sirnilar. 

Our simulations have shown that CPC is not equipped to deal sensibly with either changes in 

trait-specific variances, or with changes in variance caused by non-orthogonal causal facton. In 

each of these cases, CPC would tend to spread any such changes over many of the vecton it 

extracts, and often over al1 such vecton. The result is that fairly minor differences between two 

covariance matrices will result in an inability to discover any sirnilarity between matrices at all. 

The performance of CPC in recent studies suggests that such affects may be very cornrnon. For 

example. Steppan (1997a) found that populations within the same species had very sirnilar 

covariance mattices. but compatisons among species usually resulted in a fïnding of no 

similarity at all. This may iefiect biological reality of coune, but it is precisely the sort of result 

we predict from Our simulations when matrices remain fairiy similar, but differ in small ways. 

60th of these problems are exacerbateci by the stndly hierarchical nature of the cornparisons in 

CPC. If the vectors with the largest associated variances differ behnreen matrices. then CPC will 



declare matrices completely dissirnilar, regardless of the orientation of the remaining vectors. 

Correlation matrices, as noted, are not a universal solution, and improve on a covariance matrix 

based CPC analysis in case 2 only. 

The CPC technique is hampered by yet another problern, and that is detemination of the order 

in which vectors are compared when testing partial common principal components hypotheses. 

By default. the Phillips' (1998a) software compares vectors that explain the most variance from 

each matrix, then second vectors, and so forth, according to the eigenvalue rank. This would 

again cause CPC to underestimate the similarity of the matrices if eigenvectors are not 

manually inspected to see if the ranks of comparable vectors have been transposed. Provisions 

are made in the software for this manual intervention, and we recommend that users pay 

attention to these features. However, manual intervention may be impractical when comparing 

many high-dimensional matrices simultaneously. We stnictured our sirnulated data so that 

eigenvaiue ranks would always be comparable, though this property would not be universal in 

biological data sets. This presents another hidden obstacle to the use of CPC. though one 

which may be overcame. 

Factor Analysh for Motrix Compatison 

Our ad hoc resampling factor analysis method extracted and rotated a factor loadings matrix 

from each data set, and then compared the angles between best-matched factor vectors. As 

we noted above, it is overly sensitive ta small differenœs in factor loadings. when otherwise 

factor structure is similar. Factor analysis on al1 the data sets generated here recoven known 

structure better than cornmon principal camponent analysis. Our rnethod is also lirnited to 

comparing only pain of covariance matrices. CPC provides a framework for the testing of 

multiple covariance matrices. although mutiple posthoc cornparison theory has flot been 

developed. 



Additionally, the rnethod gets assistance from us because we always extract four factors, 

equivalent to the number of causal factors in the simulated data. To examine the effect of this, 

we fan the factor analysis method extracting only three factors for a case which tested equality 

with four non-overlapping causal factors (case 4). The method produced two factors that were 

replicas of two causal facton. and a third that combined the other two causal factors. Two of 

the three extracted factors were declared shared. The factor that diflered acwrding to the 

method, was declared so because of the above described sensitivity. not because it differed 

substantially in loading structure. 

For biological data it may never be possible to determine the biologically optimal number of 

facton to extract. although statistical criteria exist. It might seem advisable to extract the 

maximum number of facton possible for the number of available traits. however factor analysis 

does not yield a stable solution when the number of factors extracted varies. It is mainly for this 

reason that factor analysis is widely-known as an exploratory technique. and appean 

infrequently in the biological literature. 

Although far from infallible. we feel that factor analysis is a better approach than CPC for the 

purpose of matrix cornparison bearing on questions of trait correlation. If variance is not the 

subject of interest, Men it should not be the currency of comparison. Comparing principal 

components of various covariance matrices can be more a comparison of the variance 

associated with proœsses that pmduced the traits in each of those matrices. Vian a study of the 

relationships among those traits. Absence of this distinction has led to papers in which authon 

are satisfkd in demonstrating 'matrix similarity" without asking what aspect of the covariance 

matrix is similar. This may be a pmblem wherever principal component methodology is used. 

Factor analysis has been sucœssfully applied before to questions of mata comparison. Arnold 

(1981) used factor analysis to compare. in two populations of garter snake, the phenotypic, 



genetic. and environmental correlation structure for chemoreceptive responses to different prey 

odours. He demonstrates between-population similarities in the phenotypic and genetic 

correlation structures by inspecting the factor loadings. More recently Goodin 8 Johnson (1 992) 

have compared snail morphometric data between allopatric populations using factor analysis. 

Paulsen and Nijhout (1 993) have used factor analysis to compare phenotypic correlation 

matrices for buttediy wing colour patteming. They use informal confirmatory and exploratory 

data sets to add statistical rigour. 

A fonal  method. confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), is available as a hypothesis testing 

framework for factor analysis. It has been applied to only two morphornetric data sets (Zelditch. 

1988; Zelditch & Carmichael, 1989). Our reading of the method suggests that it may be quite 

powerful in differentiating among covariance structures. yet there is one signifiant shortcoming 

which may explain its poor showing in the literature: software that implements CFA is 

specialized and difficult to use. and the interpretation of the results requires knowledge of 

structural equation modeling and factor analysis, both statistical techniques more widely used in 

the humanities than in biology. Another approach, a CPC analog of factor analysis, which could 

provide an hypothesis testing framework. has been outlined by statisticians (lÏsak & Meredith, 

1989; Joreskog, 1971) and may prove a fruitful avenue for the further development of statistical 

theory. 

In Iight of the limitations discovered in the CPC method for cornparhg trait covariance matrices, 

we racommend that it be used with more reservation than it has to date, and only when the 

variances and covariances are, themselves. the subjed of scrutiny. A meaiod based on factor 

analysis, though less rigorous in its hypothesis testing aspect, also perrnits quantification of the 

degree of similarity and identification of shared ralationships. Because it seeks correlative 

patterns. and is not constrained to orthogonality, factor analysis should be aie method of choiœ 

for questions of trait correlation and morphological integration. The resampling method we have 



proposed here is ad hoc and limited in its application, but it offen better recovery of known 

causal factor structure in a covariance matrix. Moreover, it serves as a foi1 to highlight the 

limitations inherent in the CPC rnethod. More rigorous approaches may lie in the field of 

structural equation rnodelling (see Kline, 1998), which includes confinnatory factor analysis and 

related techniques. 
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

PHYLOGENETIC CONSERVATION OF 

PHENOTYPIC COVARIANCE MATRICES IN 

THE OROSOPHILIDAE 



ABSTRACT 

The constancy of phenotypic covariance matrices (P matrices) is assessed in a phylogenetic 

context for 23 species of pomace fly (Drosophilidae). Common principal component (CPC) 

analysis is used to detemine the degree of common structure among matrices. One set of 

comparisons is structured to account for the phytogenetic hierarchy, while a second set consists 

of pairwise species cornparisons from a representative subset of species. 60th comparison 

sets confirm non-constancy of P matrices, but Vary in the degree to which they declare shared 

matrix structure (partial common principal components). Visualization and biological 

interpretation of partial comrnon principal component vecton is presented for two pairwise 

species comparisons. 



INTRODUCTION 

A perennial question in quantitative genetic modelling concems the conservation of multivariate 

trait covariance structure at a macroevolutionary scale. Do closely related species differ in their 

genetic covariance matriœs? If sol by how much? A dernonstrable difference in covariance 

structure across a clade suggests that speciation is more than a large jump of quantitative 

evolution in the mean value of a trait. Instead, macroevolutionary change may be driven by 

changes in the genetic structure that produces the suite of traits. Non-constancy of covariance 

patterns offer a significant challenge to macmevolutÏonary models based on the 

microevolutionary framework (Lande 1 979; Steppan. 1 997). 

Equally, non-constancy impedes detection of developmental or genetic wnstraints across a 

clade. and inferences about the mechanisms that may produce such constraints. If intrinsic 

mechanisms such as developmental canalization and pleiotropy cannot be concluded from such 

analyses, then extrhsic control by lack of genetic variation or optimization by natural selection 

must explain the apparent similarities among phenotypes across a clade. Selection 

experirnents by Weber (1992), indicate that the lack of genetic variation may not be an 

important constraint. Unambiguous tests for the presence or absence of genetic and 

development wnstraints are essential for understanding the importance of the various 

cons traint mechanisms in evolution. 

Many workers have addressed the question of covariance matrix conservation using both 

phenotypic and genotypic covarianœ matrices (e.g. Steppan, 1997; Shaw et.al.. 1995; Godin 

8 Johnson. 1992; Lofsvold, 1986; among others). However previous studies have been limited 

by poor phylogenetic sampling (Steppan. 1 G97), or inability to quantify the degree of shared 

structure between matrices. using the chosen method of matrix cornparison. Despite plenty of 



data. an interpretable answer to the question of matrix conservation has proven challenging to 

find. 

Two innovations may help substantially in realizing this goal. A growing body of literature has 

demonstrated that the easily obtained phenotypic covariance matrices are good predicton of 

the genetic covarianœ matrix in for morphological data (e.g. Cheverud. 1988; Roff, 1996). 

Moreover. the introduction of cornmon principal component analysis (CPC) developed by 

Bernard Flury (1 984) to this endeavour has enabled quantitative evaluation of the degree of 

matrix similarity in a hypothesis testing framework, potentially avoiding the pitfalls of earlier 

methods. 

CPC has been applied twiœ in the literature to the question of covariance matrix conservation: 

phenotypic covariance structure in a clade of leaf-eared miœ (Steppan. 1997). and genetic 

covariance structure in two populations of a garter snake (Arnold & Phillips, 1999). Steppan 

(1997) has shown, using this method on the phenotypic matrices of thirteen diagnosable taxa, 

that matrix structure is divergent aven between closely related su bspecies, though some 

allopatric populations of the same subspecies tend to have similar covariance structure. Arnold 

& Phillips (1999) have also shown near identiwl matrix structure in two populations using 

genetic covariance data. This work has proven valuable in assessing the degree of maûix 

conservation expeded among closely related taxa. However, more confirmation of these 

patterns is needed to be confident that nonanstancy of covariance matrices is a general 

phenornenon at taxonomie levels above population or subspecies. 

In this paper we attempt such a confirmation by examining the consewation of phenotypic 

covariance rnatrix structure across a clade of pomaœ flies (Family Drosophilidae) using CPC. 

However. the results ftom a CPC analysis rnay in certain instances be misleading. In a 

cornpanion paper (Chapter 2), we have shown that CPC tends to underestimate me degree of 



shared matru< structure on simulated data of simple covariance structure. We believe that such 

limitations can be overcome by using a factor anlaysis based method, that has sequestered 

trait-specific variance as its basis. We do not include the results from Our ad hoc resampling 

factor analysis methoâ (Chapter 2) applied to this data. because they were difficult to interpret, 

and led us to question the efficacy of this particular implernentation of factor analysis when 

applied to a high dimensional data set. 

We make one major advance on the methodology of earlier CPC studies by adopting a 

geomeûic morphometric framework. which is widely recognized as a vast improvement in shape 

analysis (Dryden 8 Mardia. 1 998). Although at present not widely used in the biological 

literature. the method has substantial power to detect small differences in the shape of 

specimens. If there is cornmon covarianœ structure between more distantly related species. 

measurement imprecision. or low power to detect small shape differences using traditional 

morphometric interlandmark distances rnay obscure such structure. An additional feature of 

geometric morphometrics is its removal of size variation between specimens provided there is 

no significant allometry; a size vedor, often being the largest component of variation in a 

morphometric analysis, is rarely the subject of interest. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

SystrmaUcs 

Twenty-three diag nosable biological species were the subject of this analysis. Species induded 

in the analysis were chosen to represent a wide divanity of taxonomie groups in the family 

Drosophilidae. and so that they were in a major genus. subgenus, or species gmup for which 

phylogenetic or systematic information exists (with one exception). A phylogenetic hypothesis 

for the group is that proposed by Powell and Oesalle (1995) ni an extensive review of DNA and 

other molecular data generated for the group. The phylogenetic hypothesis presented in Figure 

1 is identical to Powell & Desalle's Figure 9 (p. 108), with the addition of four taxonomic groups 



genus Chymomyza 

su bgenus Scaptodrosophila 

su bgenus Dorsilopha 

su bgenus Hirtodrosophila 

g rou p willistoni 

grou p salfans 

grou p melanogaster 

group obscura 

group immigrans 

g rou p quinaria 

g rou p melanica 

group robusta 

g rou p virilis 

grou p replefa 

su bgenus 
Sophophon, 

Drosophila 

genus 
Orosop hila 

su bgenus 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic hypothesis for the group. Modified from Figure 9 in Powell 8 Desalle 

(1 995). Marked branches are aiose for which phylogenetic information does not corne from this 

source. See text for details. 



(branches marked). The fint marked branch. Chymomyza, is placed basal to the genus 

Drosophila in a number of studies (Powell and Desalle. 1995; Figures 5 to 7.15). The saltans 

and quinana species groups are inserted into the tree according to their systematic relationships 

(i.e. the subgenus Sophophora for the former, and subgenus Drosophila for the latter). We c m  

find no phylogenetic or systematic information useful for the positioning of the monotypic 

subgenus, Dorsilopha. However, most systematic treatments place it within the genus 

Drosophia (e.g. Sturtevant, 1943; and Strickberger, 1965). A nurnber of the species included in 

the analysis have not, themselves, been the subject of phylogenetic study, though in al1 but the 

noted cases, the taxonornic group to which they have beeo assigned haç been studied. 

Study Organisms 

Stocks of Drosophila algonquin, O. athabasca, D. fdleni, D. hydeij, D. robusta. and D. simulans 

were founded using individuals collected locally in Toronto, Ontario, Canada and vicinity. D. 

immigrans and D. busckii stocks were founded from individuals collected in Tofino, B.C., 

Canada. Specimens were identified using two keys (Strickberger, 1965; Sturtevant, 1943). D. 

melanogaster measured included an approximately equal proportion of flies derived from a long 

time laboratory stock (Ivesr population, Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1985) and a locally- 

collected wild stock. All other species stocks were obtained from the Bowling Green Species 

Stock Centre (see Table 1). With two exceptions, lies obtained from the stock centre wefe 

raised in our lab to increase their numben for at least one generation before measurement. 

These stocks were reared in pint bottles at 25'C on standard cornflour medium, or banana- 

agar-molasses medium (Yoon, 1985) according to the recornmendations of the stock centre. D. 

microme/anica and D. stonei measured were the first generation individuals rather than their 

offspring, because they did not reproduœ on our laboratory media. Locally collected species. 

including D. melanogasfer were raised in a similar manner. with D. faleni raised on banana- 



Species Collection Locale Stock No. 

CPR Chymomyza procnemis Oahu. Hawaii, USA 20000-263 1.1 

BUS 

LE6 

STO 

PIC 

NE6 

WIL 

SA1 

STU 

MEL 

SIM 

ALG 

ATH 

IMM 

SUL 

FAL 

GUT 

MIC 

ROB 

AM€ 

VIR 

HYD 

REP 

Drosophila 

Drosophila 

Orosop hila 

Drosophila 

Drosop hila 

Orosophila 

Orosop hila 

Drosop hila 

Dmsop hila 

Droso phila 

Drosop hila 

Drosophila 

Orosophila 

Drosophila 

Drosophila 

Orosop hila 

Drosophila 

Drosop hila 

Drosop hila 

Omsop hila 

Drosop hila 

Drosop hila 

busckii 

lebanonensis 

sfoneii 

pictiventns 

ne bulosa 

willistoni 

saltans 

sfurtevanti 

melanogaster 

sirnulans 

algonquin 

athabasca 

immigmns 

sulfurigaster 

falleni 

guttifera 

micromelanica 

robusta 

amencana 

virilis 

hydeii 

repleta 

Tofino, B.C., Canada 

Veyo, Utah, USA 

Tehran, Iran 

Great lnagua Is., Bahamas 

San Jose, Costa Rica 

Royal Palm Pk., Florida, USA 

San Jose, Costa Rica 

Montecristi, Dominican Rep. 

See text 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Tofino, B.C., Canada 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Austin, Texas, USA 

Santa Rita Mts., Arizona, USA 

Lake Champlain, Vermont. USA 

Millenburg, P.A.. USA 

Pasadena, California, USA 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Barbados 

Tabk 1. Species included in this analysis. Three letter abbreviations used to d e r  to the 

species throughout are given. Stock Numbers are for The National Drosophila Species 

Resource Center at Bowling Green. Ohio, USA. 



Sample Size 

Identifier Fernale Male 

ALG 57 

AME 

ATH 

BUS 

CPR 

FA1 

GUT 

HYD 

[MM 

LEB 

MEL 

MIC 

NEB 

PIC 

REP 

ROB 

SA1 

SIM 

STO 

STU 

SUL 

VIR 

WIL 

TaMe 2. Sample siras of wings included in the analysis for each species by sex of fly. Missing 

data is explained in the te*. 



agar-rnolasses medium. and the remainder on standard comflour medium. The species 

examined, and sample sizes measured for each sex are summarized in Table 2. 

MorphomeMcs 

Geometric morphometric techniques were used to obtain twenty variables describing wing 

shape. These variables are obtained from an analysis of the CO-ordinates of hornologous 

landmarks. The steps followed in obtaining this data are detailed and the choiœ of certain 

methods over others require some explanation (considered in depth in Chapter 1). The main 

points are summarized here. 

To obtain the landmarks that are the raw data of this method, the left wing of each fiy was 

imaged using a suction device inspired by Weber (1988). The suction of a vacuum pump draws 

the wing into a small space between a slide and a cover slip permitting digital image capture of 

the wing using a microscope attached to a camera. Following imaging, splines were fit to the 

wing veins using a Bspline approximation (Lu & Milios, 1994). Software specially adapted for 

drosophilid wing images (Lu. 1997) uses a series of forty control points and recognition of pixel 

colour variation to produœ a spline model that quite accurately describes the location of the 

wing veins (Figure 2a). The co-ordinates at the intersection of the wing veins were analytically 

deterrnined from the spline model, yielding twelve landmarks that are homologous on al1 wings 

(Figure 2b). To inspect for small erron in spline fit, the spline-derived landmarks were 

overiayed on the wing image, and manually adjusted, if necessary, using tpsDig software 

(v1.17, Rohlf, 1998). Manual adjustment of one or two landmarks was necessary in about half 

of al1 configurations. 

Landrnark configurations were obtained for al1 wings in this manner. To remove the effects of 

wing orientation and overall size, the bndmark configurations were superimposed by scaling 

and rotating to an iteratively derived consensus using the generalized least squares (GLS) 



algorithm implemented by tpsRegr software (VI. 1 7, Rohlf, 1 998b). The resulting consensus. 

known as the referenœ configuration, and the residual distance from the reference at each 

landmark for each wing wete used to obtain the twenty shape variables. Figure 2c is a line 

drawing made from a wing image with a configuration very close to the referenœ. The locations 

of the scaled and rotated landmarks for each of the 2377 configurations are plotted on this 

figure. 

A method for localking the sources of shape change is the thin-plate spline model. which can 

be imagined as inifintely-thin metal plate resting on a bed of nails positioned at each landmark, 

where the height of each nail is the distance between the reference and specimen configuration 

at that landmark. Description of the deformations of this thin-plate begins by deriving what 

Bookstein (1991) calls the principal warps. For any twelve landmark referenœ in two 

dimensions there are nine unique principal warps which each describe a type of defornation at 

a different spatial scale across the form (Bookstein, 1991). Some principal warps may describe 

a movement of a pair of neighbouring landmarks relative to one another, while others describe a 

relative movement of groups of landmarks at opposite ends of the configuration. The principal 

warps are, themselves, defined by the proximity of the reference landmarks to one anothet. 

Eighteen of the twenty shape variables used. here, are partial watps scores. the two- 

dimensional projections of the data onto each of the nine principal warps. The remaining two 

variables are the unifon, or affine, descripton of shape. the component of deformation from the 

reference that keeps parallel lines patallel (a uniform enlargement, reduction, or skew). 

Together these twenty variables form the "weight matrix" obtained from tpsRegr, and are the 

morphometric variables used to generate the phenotypic covariance matrices. 

Rohlf (1999, In press) has reœntly demonstrated that most multivariate analyses that are 

invariant to rotation. induding principal component analysis and factor analysis, will mach the 



Figure 2. Steps involved in obtaining the morphometric data: (a) splines describing the shape 

of the wing veins are fit to a digital image; (b) twelve landmarks are derived from the 

intersection of those wing veins; (c) this process is repeated for each of the 2377 wings. and al1 

data is scaled and rotated to a generalized least-squares (GLS) consensus. These scaled and 

mtated points are plotted on a line drawing of a real wing that has a similar configuration to this 

analytically detenined consensus. 





same conclusions using weight matrix data as they would using the aligned data (the landmark 

CO-ordinates scaled and rotated to a consensus), because the two data types are. themselves, 

rotations of one another. The value of the weight matnx data to morphometricians is, then, for 

visualization of shape change at different spatial scales. Even though the prirnary objective of 

this study is not visualization we chose the more derived weight matrix data for the 

rnorphometric variables over the aligned CO-ordinates because it summarized wing morphology 

in 20 variables, rather than the 24 CO-ordinate variables. Four fewer variables shortens 

common principal component analysis to minutes rather than hours, due to various matrix 

manipulations involved in the technique (Phillips 8 Arnold, 1999). . 

Common Principal Component AnaIysIs 

To quantify the degree of shared matrix structure the weight matrix data for the species and sex 

of interest were analyzed using cornrnon principal component analysis (CPC) (Flury, 1984. 

1988). CPC is a parametric hypothesis testing analog of principal component analysis for two 

or more variance-covarianœ matrices. Flury (1 988) has developed a hierarchy with a separate 

nuIl hypothesis at each level for the purpose of detemining matrix sirnilarity. This is the wntext 

for the CPC software by Phillips (1998) that we use here. In the hierarchy, covariance matrices 

may be equal (corresponding elements in both matrices are the same given sampling error). 

proportional (corresponding elements are related by a scalar multipler), have al1 principal 

components in common (CPC rnodel), share soma principal components (partial CPC model), 

or have no components in common. If only parüally related. there is a separate test for 1 to p-2 

shared components (where p is the total nurnber of variables). These are referred to as 

PCPC1, PCPC2. PCPC3. etc. for one, Wo. or three shared components. For hypothesis testing 

at each level of the hierarchy a maximum likelihood test staüstic is generated and compared to 

the chi-square distribution (see Phillips & Arnold, 1999 for a more detailed discussion). Use of 



the hierarchy permits the degree of relatedness among matrices to be characterked with a 

great deal of resolution. 

There are three cornpeting approaches for interpreting the results of a CPC analysis (see 

Phillips & Arnold, 1999 for discussion), the 'stepup', Jumpup", and Akaike information criterion 

approaches. Although the latter is preferred by Flury (1988), we reject it because it is a heufistic 

best-fit approach, rather than one which makes strong hypothesis tests. We adopt the 'jurnp- 

up* approach, recornmended by Phillips & Arnold (1999). because it is the least sensitive to 

small differences among matrices. and it makes the most interpretable hypothesis test. An 

alternative hypothesis of unrelated structure is tested against a nuIl hypothesis from each level 

of the Flury hierarchy in the following order: equality, proportionality, common structure (WC) or 

partial principal component structure (PCPCp-2 ... PCPCZ, PCPC1). Beginning with only one 

shared principal component (PCPCI) and working upward to an increasingly shared structure. 

the highest level of the hierarchy for which a hypothesis of unrelated structure does not better 

explain the data, i.e. the level below the fint significant hypothesis test, is reported as the 

degree of shared structure between covariance matrices. The more controversial 'step-up" 

approach, applied in a hybrid fom by Steppan (1997). yields almost identical results to the 

"jump-up" approach for Our data. For simplicity we report only the results of the "jump-up" 

approach. 

Testing of partial principal component hypotheses may require manual intervention to account 

for possible tranposition of eigenvector ranks between the common principal components and 

the principal components of the individual matrices. This assumes that comparable 

eigenvecton do exist in each matrix. Manual intervention is feasable only when pain of 

matrices are being examined. When three or more matrices are examined together. it becomes 

diffiailt to meaningfully detemine how to re-order eigenvectors: rasrdering may improve the 

conespondence of the components of one matrix with the CPClevel components. but for other 



matrices decrease the correspondence. In addition to this complexity, high dimensionality (20 

variables) makes the recognition of similar vecton by the user extremely challenging. For these 

reasons we opted to avoid manual intervention. We must, therefore, add the caveat that al1 

results which show PCPC structure may underestirnate the real PCPC structure. Lack of 

manual intervention, however, will never falsely overiook CPC structure, proportionality, or 

equality. because testing of these levels of the Flury hierarchy is independent of the eigenvector 

rank of individual matrices. 

BioIogica/ htetpmtation of Vectors 

This method of analysis identifies vectors that are shared and unshared in two or more 

covariance matrices. One way to study the nature of these vecton is to inspect the loadings. 

However, as we noted, this proves challenging with twenty variables, and because the variables 

are partial warps and uniform components, their meaning with respect to morphology is not at 

al1 transparent. 

An alternative way to interpret these vecton is in their biological context To do this we back- 

calculate the deviations frorn the reference associated with specimen lying at some point along 

this vector and plot them on a wing diagram. Because the vecton are derived from analyses 

that use subsets of al1 the species data, the scores of al1 the data on that vector are obtained by 

multiplication. These vector scores are then least-squares regressed against al1 the data, 

yielding predided values that fall along the vedor. For the maximum score on that vector, the 

weight rnatrk predicted values are obtained, and using equation 1 1 in Rohlf (1999, In press) the 

deviations from the reference are obtained. This deviation is plotted as a line radiating from 

each referenœ landmark on a line drawing made from a wing that very closely matches the 

reference. 



Rohlfs (1998a) software, tpsRegr (VI .l7) produces a similar plot, known as a lrector plot." 

Because the plotting is done in the plane of a real wing (though one with a form that neariy 

matches the reference), there is a small amount of distortion. The plot, nonetheless. remains 

informative for examining general trends of landmark "movemenr with respect to one another 

along a component vector. Finegrained interpretation of the landmark movements with respect 

to the wing surface should be done with caution. 

Taxonomie Cornparisons 

The first set of comparisons (Comparison Set 1) was stnictured to take phylogeny into account. 

and were either painvise between sister taxa, or graupwise in a hierarchically inclusive manner. 

This corresponds to a separate analysis of the taxa subtended by every node in the tree (Figure 

3)- 

Additionally, to address the concern that the addition of covariance matrices for more than two 

species into a CPC analysis (the groupwise analyses) increases the sensitivity of the rnethod to 

small differenœs between matrices and thereby underestirnates the shared structure, we 

conducted paiiwise comparisons between representative taxa (Comparison Set 2). Where 

there was more than one taxon in the group, the taxon chosen was that with the largest sample 

size. Representatives were taken from Chymomyza (CPR) and each of the Drosophile 

subgenera: Dorsiopha (BUS), ScaptodrosophL (LEB), Hirtodrosophila (PIC), Sophophom 

(MEL). and Drosophile (HYD). This yields a similar test for phylogenetic conservation of 

phenotypic covariances, but with a more coane-grained phylogenetic sampling. Figure 4 

presents the phylogenetic relaüonships for the pairwise species comparisons. 

All analyses in both cornparison sets were performed separately for both male and female 

individuals of the same species with the exception of two species Dmsophila algonpuin (ALG) 

and D. micromelanica (MC) for which too few female individuals were available to permit 



analyses. One species, D. melanogaster (MEL), with the largest sample size of al1 species 

(n=193), was used to assess the shared matrix structure between sexes. 

RESULTS 

Cornmon Principal Component Analysis 

The results of CPC analyses for Comparison Set 1 are surnmarized in Figure 3. The male and 

female results both show some disparity at the tips of the tree, although they agree that no 

structure exists at more basal nodes. CPC results for Comparison Set 2 are summarized in 

Table 3. These contradict the results of the groupwise CPC in demonstrating that pain of 

species with less phylogenetic proximity may share some principal cornponents. 

A between sex cornparison for O. melanogaster indicates that male and female flies share a 

wmplete CPC structure, but have neither equal nor proportional covariance matrices. This 

important difference in the stnicture of male and female covariance matrices rnay explain the 

failure of analyses with sexes pooled (results not reported) from recovering structure in al1 but a 

few cases. This affirms the adviseability of not pooling morphometric data for both sexes, 

despite the possible increase in power obtainabie from doing so. 

Illustration of Cornparisons 

To illustrate the shared structure uncovered by the CPC method in ternis of wing morphology, 

we chose two pain of species. closely related and distantly related. The fint pair, D. 

me/anogaster(MEL) and D. sirnulans (SIM) (analyzed in Comparison Set 1. see Figure 5) are 

closely related species in the melanogaster species subgroup (Caccone et. al.. 1988). while the 

second pair, D. melanogaster (MEL) and Chyrnomyza procnemis (CPR) (analyzed in 

Comparison Set 2, see Figure 6) are by al1 accounts distantly related with respect to the clade 

under study (Powell & Desalle. 1995). These 'vector plotsn may be undentwd as the deviation 

exhibited by a specimen if it were to fall exacüy along the cornmon principal cornponant vector. 



Figure 3. Results of CPC pairwise and groupwise analyses of species in Cornparison Set 1. 

Every node in this diagram represents a separate CPC analysis of the species subtended by 

that node. Results for male data appear on the left, and for female data on the right. Thickened 

lines indicate common principal camponent relationships between species of the strength 

indicated by a value in the vertex of the branches. A number implies a partial principal 

component hypothesis of that many components. 'cpc" implies that al1 components are shared. 

Unthickened lines or vertices without values irnply no common principal component relationship. 
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CPR LE6 BUS PIC MEL HYD 

C P R - 2 0 1 1  

L E 6 2 1 2 0 1  

B U S 4 1 1 2 1  

PIC 1 4 2 - 1 1  

M E L 1 3 1 2 - O  

H Y D 1 1 0 1 0 -  

Table 3. Results for pairwise analysis of Cornparison Set 2. Number of wmmon principal 

components for each pair are given. Digit (x) represents support for the hypothesis PCPCx. 

Male data are below the diagonal, and fernale data are above the diagonal. 



The end point of the bar is the individual f m  al1 species (not just those from which the vector 

was derived) that has the most positive score on that common principal component vector. The 

relative directions of the bars on the plots may be used to interpret how the location of one 

landmark "rnoves" with respect to othen as the score on the cornmon principal component 

vector changes. This pemits correlations in the spatial organization of landmarks to be 

identified. In addition, the plot can be used to identify vecton which demonstrate expansion and 

contraction of certain regions of the wing. 

From Figure 3. the comparison of male individuals of the closely related O. melanogaster (MEL) 

and D. simulans (SIM) demonstrates corn plate common principal component structure (CPC), 

whereas female individuals demonstrate only five common principal components (PCPC5). For 

the males. only five of the twenty common components are plotted (Figure 5, Mt) accounting for 

70.8% of the variation in the MEL data and 64.7% of the variation in the SIM data. For the 

females, al1 five are plotted (Figure 5. right). These account for 71% of the variation in the D. 

melanogaster (MEL) data. and 72.5% of the variation in the D. sirnulans (SIM) data. 

The cornparisons of male and female individuals of the distantly related D. melanogaster (MEL) 

and C. procnemis (CPR), both demonstrate one common principal component (PCPCI) (from 

Table 3). For the males, this component is plotted (Figure 6. left) accounting for 17.1% of the 

variation in the D. melanogaster (MEL) data, and 1 9.3% of the variation in the C. pmcnemis 

(CPR) data. For the females (Figure 6, right), Mis accounts of 15.8% of the variation in the D. 

melanogaster (MEL) data, and 31 -2% of the variation in the C. procnemis (CPR) data. 

DISCUSSION 

Consemdlon ofPtmolypic Covariance Matrices 

The two comparison sets lead to somewhat contradictory conclusions. The first cornparison set 

(Figure 3) indicates low shared structure aaoss the clade. Only those comparkons at the tips 



Figure 5. Biological interpretation of common principal cornponent vecton shared by D. 

melanogaster (MEL) and O. sirnulans (SIM). Wing vector plots for males (left) and females 

(rig ht) . 
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Figure 6. Biological interpretation of common principal component vedon shared by O. 

melanogaster (MEL) and C. procnemis (CPR). Wing vector plots for males (left) and fernales 

( flg h t). 



of the tree indicate any shared structure. This does not provide evidence for extensive 

phenotypic covariance matrix conservation at taxonomic levels above species. However, a 

number of species pairs did indicate shared structure, suggesting that more closely related 

species are more likely to share covariance structure. In most of these cases. though, the 

amount of shared structure is one or two components, which account for less than haM of the 

total variation exhibited in the species under analysis. This is far from the tidy picture of 

quantitative genetics where trait evolution occun by shiffing means and not by tinkenng with 

covariance matrices (e.g. Lande, 1979). To support the former paradigm, we might expect to 

se8 common principal component structure (CPC hypothesis), proportionality, or equality 

appeanng throughout the figure. Sornewhat encouraging, though, is that the two species which 

are most closely related in Our study. D. melanogaster (MEL) and D. simulans (SIM) (Caccone 

et. al., 1988), share complete CPC structure for the male data, and PCPC5 for the female data. 

The second comparison set (Figure 4. Table 3) offen a different picture of phylogenetic 

conservation of matrices. Here pairwise cornparisons between representative taxa demonstrate 

more shared structure than is indicated in the first comparison set. D. melanogaster (MEL) and 

C. procnemis (CPR), among the least closely related pair of species in our sample, share one 

common principal component (PCPCI) in both sexes. D. lebanonensis (LEB) and D. 

picüventris (PIC), nominativeiy in different subgenera, exhibit PCPC4 structure in the male data 

and PCPC2 structure in the female data. However D. melanogaster (MEL) and D. hydeii (HYD), 

also in difiarent subgenera, exhibit no shared structure in either the male oc female data. This 

different picture may result from the use of less mservative paiwise analyses, rather than the 

groupwise analyses in the first comparison set. However, support for the idea of highly 

conserved covariance matrices actoss the whole clade remains tenuous. 



Steppan's (1 997) study of a clade of rodents using CPC, reveals some CPC structure in the 

clade. though it clearly rejects the notion of complete matrix conservation. Generally, closely 

related taxa exhibit an absence of common structure despite their close evolutionary 

relationships (many are allopatric subspecies). Although our study broadens the phylogenetic 

sampling to more distantly related taxa, without extensively sampling sister species, it finds a 

similar result. Steppan's picture of matflx conservation would not have predicted the shared 

structure among species that we observed here. 

Methoâologicaî Limitations 

In addition to the sensitivity of the groupwise analyses in rejecting shared structure. there are 

other characteristics of the CPC method that may inherently lead to an underestimation of 

shared structure. Constraint to the extraction of mutually orthogonal components, and seeking 

maximal and sub-maximal patterns of variance are two characteristics of the method that will 

lead to the underestimation of shared patterns of trait correlation (evidence in Chapter 2). CPC 

has a tendency to declare extrernes. 

Because we are interested in how these matrices are related in their biological mechanism (i.e. 

trait correlation), not phenomenologically (Le patterns of variance and covariance available to 

selection and drift), the CPC method may be inferior to one based on factor analysis (see 

Chapter 2). However, large amounts of variation in the dataset and the large number of 

variables (20) produced results that were extremely difficult to interpret using ouf ad hoc factor 

analysis method. For this reason the results are not presented. 

An assumption made here, is that P and G matrices are effectively equal. Although good 

evidenœ is acaimulating that these matrÏœs are highly correlated (e-g. Cheverud, 1988, 1995; 

Roff, lg96, 1997). it rnay be t w  hasty to rejed phykgenetic conservation of G matrices for this 

clade as we have P matrices. While our data is strictly morphological in its origin. and nota mix 



of life history or behavioural characters which could be problematic (Roff, 1996). we use 

geometric morphometric data which, unlike the data used to demonstnte P and G equality, is 

largely independent of organismal size. Because the individual partial warps are probably not 

closely Iinked developmentally. unlike morphometric distance traits which are correlated with 

organismal size. the basis for the assumption of P and G equality may be undenined (Willis et. 

al., 1991). Lynch 8 Walsh (1998) well-reflect the status of the issue with a cal1 for "futther in- 

depth study of this fundamentally important problern" (p. 639). Steppan (1997) notes that even if 

we are uncornfortable with the equality of P and G matrices, evidence for constant phenotypic 

covariances across a clade is a highly conservative indication of constant genotypic matrices. 

However, for the same reason. absence of constancy with P matrices, does not imply its 

absence in G matrices. 

Partial Common Principal Component Structure 

Despite these limitations, there is clear evidence of partial common principal wmponent 

structure across some members of the clade. We found support for the PCPC rnodel in al1 but 

one of Our cornparisons which had common structure. In contrast, Steppan (1997) found two 

clades of sub-species to have a PCPC1 structure. 

The preponderance of partial common structure requires that we define exactly what we mean 

by conservation and constancy of matrices. It is undear what Steppan considers sufficient 

evidence for matrix conservation. but it must be limited to CPC structure, proportionality and 

equality of matrices. Much earlier work in matrix cornparison has been satisfied with testing the 

nuIl hypothesis of matrix equality. a test with very low infornation content about the matrices in 

question (Cowley & Atchley, 1992). Comparatïvely, the Flury hierarchy in CPC is a revolution in 

information content, but it mates new definitions for matrix relationships. the evolutionary 

consequenœs of which must be considerad. 



Partial cornmon structure in more than one species may imply that some constraint is acüng on 

the traits, Le. that a certain sefles of traits are correlated to the degree determined by the 

loadings on the shared vector or vectors. The mechanism of the constraint, however, cannot be 

investigated with only phenotypic data. Additionally, partial common structure complicates the 

generalization of microevolutionary rnodels to macroevolutionary questions. Far more complex 

quantitative genetic models in which certain decompositions of the genetic covariance matrix 

are forced to be constant, while others decompositions of the matrix are permitted to change 

may be necessary to better represent the phylogenetic reality. Partial common principal 

component vectors are a multivariate nexus of trait correlations. Like their bivariate analogs, an 

examination of them in many species can help identify critical questions for the testing of 

mechanisms. 

In tetpmta tion of Cornparisons 

The identification of such critical questions begins with the biological visualization of the partial 

wmmon principal wmponent vectw. An examination of Figures 5 and 6 demonstrates that 

CPC 1, the component the explains the largest proportion of the variance in each species is 

morphologically very similar in al1 but the fernale data of the D. melanogaster (MEL) vs. C. 

procnemis (CPR) cornparison. In the three similar cases, this component represents an 

expansion or contraction of the distal half of the wing. In other species comparisons with partial 

common principal component structure, a similarly proportioned vector falls out with a large 

proportion of the total variation. 

The conservation of such a pattern of shape correlation may imply that an underlying causal 

agent is producing a similar effect on those species that exhibit the pattern. We might infer, for 

example, that a genetic mechanism which controis cell pmliferation in the distal portion of the 

wing is common to al1 three species. Variation in the activation of this mechanism leads to a 

comrnon pattern of distal wing expansion and contradon. This might be construed as indirect 



evidence for a developmental wnstraint on wing fom. Alternatively, we might infer a functional 

adaptive constraint due to a wing loading effect of body sire. 

Of particular interest is the nearly identical orientation of vedor bars on these three plots of 

CPC1. This is fine-grained evidenœ that the common principal component in question is a 

analagous entity in each case. 

Another intriguing cornmonality is the synchronized movement of the landmarks at both cross- 

veins. The movement of the crossveins is invariably along the longitudinal veins. This is 

evident in a number of plots in Figures 5 and 6. This implies mat the relative positioning of the 

two cross-vains is not correlated. but the orientation of the cross-veins with respect to the 

longitudinal veins (i.e. the angle between veins) is conserved. Again, this pattern of constrained 

cross-vein movement is evident in other species cornparisons with common principal 

components. 

In summary, we have been able to reject the view that phenotypic covariance matrices are 

completely conserved across the family Drosophilidae. Although the methodology for 

cornparison of variance-covariance matrices is becoming more sophisticated, there are still 

signifiant limitations in our ability to carry out these cornparisons. Such limitations make it 

difficult to determine the magnitude of the differenœs that exist Similarities found among the 

principal component structure of closely related species definitely implies important similarities 

at close taxonomic levels. While whole matricas may not be conserved. aspects of the matrices 

are conserved. The opposing view of non-ainstancy is equally inappropriate. These are 

important observations that force us to readdress how we think about the notions of constancy 

and matrix wnsewation. Are they. indeed, useful concepts? 
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C H A P T E R  F O U R  

THE WlNGS OF POMACE F LIES: 

A NUMERICAL DE SCRIPTION 



The woods where Darwin wandered are now stump and slash, but we should not œase to 

wonder. Natural history may be out of fashion, and impossible to fund. but it remains the 

substrate for al1 biological inquiry. Description for description's sake deserves to appear more 

often in academic work. This chapter makes such an attempt: a catalogue of observations, 

some visible with a microscope, others apparent through a filter of matrlx manipulation and 

multivariate massage, collected for the reference of those who may follow. 

The chapter has four sections. The fint makes same general observations about wing shape. 

The second examines overall variation in wing shape detected by geometric morphometric 

techniques. In the third section, the mean sizes of wings of different species are considered. 

And the final section looks at differences among species in mean wing shape and then 

examines these differences in a phylogenetic context. 

1 .O SOME GENERAL OBSERVATlONS 

1.1 No clear ecological cornlates of wing shape 

Pomace flies (Family Drosophilidae), including those examined in this thesis. are remarkably 

diverse in their sire and colouration (Plate 1). It is a speciose group with representaüves filling 

diverse trophic niches: some are rnicroflora generalists; others specialists on yeasts peculiar to 

certain decaying fruits, fungi, flowers or carrion. Most species lay their eggs on the substrate 

consumed by adults. though a few have aquatic larvae, and fewer still mature in spittle 

aggregations produced by spittlebugs (Powell, 1997). Such diversity excludes the Hawaiian 

radiation which adds a greater variety of niche specializations and Iife histories (Powell, 1997). 

There are more modest difierences in the ecdogical specializaüons of the fly species 

considered here. Little is known about most fly species in this study. though almost all are 

vigorous breeders on standard comflour medium which may suggest that they are trophic and 

habitat generalists. In this study there are representaüves from species with uniquely tropical 



Plate 1: A sample of Drosophilidae. Note the divenity in shape. colour, and size among 

species. Illustrations from Pattenon et. al. (1 943). 





and temperate distributions, as well as cosmopolitan species such as Drosophila melanogaster. 

D. sirnulans, and O. immigmns. Most fly species that were caught locally (see Chapter 3, Table 

1) were caught at banana bait or at a compost pile, while D. falleni was caught much more often 

at a decaying mushmm bait. D. falleni and O. guttifera are both members of the quinada 

species group. which is characterized by forest-dwelling fungus-feeden (Sturtevant. 1943). 

Interestingly, these two species, when bred in the lab, were far more productive on banana- 

agar-molasses medium than on standard comflour medium. 

Despite the variety of ecological specializations. drosophilid wings are remarkably similar in 

overall appearance. All have the same veins present, and the relative sires of the intewenal 

regions appear comparable. The absence of great differences in the general wing appearanœ 

suggests that the habitat and trophic preferences of the species are not signifiant correlates of 

wing shape, and that wing shape is not adaptive in this regard. 

If this observation is accurate, why, then, do wings matter? Principally they are organs of flight, 

however the physics of flight do not change substantially with the ecological niches of these Ry 

species. Wing length and width probably matter a lot to wing loading (the ratio between body 

mass and wing support), and venal pattern important for wing rigidity (Wootton, 1992). but the 

adaptation to flight has a similar manifestation in al1 species. 

f.2 Subtîe difbmnces In wing shape an, appsront 

At a gross morphological level, the drosophilid wing seems remarkably conserved. but upon 

closer inspection there are subtle differences. Soma species have melanic wings. many have 

clouding around the crossveins, and one. D. gutlifem. has spots at conserved locations on each 

wing. Sturtevant (1921) may have been the fint to recognize subtle differences in wing shape 

and apply a costal index (ratio of vain lengths) in a key to species. 



Figure 1. Typical wings of species included in this study (Figures 1 a, 1 b, and 1 c), and wings of 

other species not included, but presented for cornparison (Figure 1 d). Phylogeny. where 

known, is modified from Powell & Desalle (1990) (see Chapter 3, Methods). Wings are not al1 

imaged at the same rnagnification, and sizes Vary substantially within species. Figure 1 a 

presents species in the Sophophora subgenus, Figure 1 b presents species in the Dmsophila 

subgenus, and Figure I c  species basal to these groups. 
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Figures 1 (a, b, and c) present images of wings for al1 species in this study. Figure I d  presents 

images for four species that have not been included in any analyses because sarnple sire is too 

small. Two of these are in the genus Zaprionus. Note that al1 images are not at the same scale, 

and that wing sires differ significantly between and among sexes and species (see section 3 

below). The conservation in structure is the most apparent feature, though clear and consistent 

diffetences emerge after examining rnany wings of the same species. The D. nebulosa wing is, 

for example, consistently elongated distaliy, while 0. americana and Chymomyza pmcnemis 

appear triangular at their distal tip. D. hydeii has a characteristically large lobe in the posterior 

proximal region of the wing (third posterior cell). Unfortunately, the choice of landmarks used 

here misses variation in this portion of the wing. C. procnemis and more so O. guttifera clearly 

differentiate themselves with respect to vein organization. 

O. lebanonensis exhibits the greatest divenity of wing shapes within species, with three unusual 

wings in a sarnple of 105, while D. guttifera has one unusual wing in a sarnple of 104 (Figure 2). 

No other species in this study exhibited such unusual forms among the sarnple observed. The 

cause of these forrns is unknown. They may be mutant phenotypes, or developmental 

abnormalities such as phenocopies (phenotypes resembling mutations, induced by 

environmental stress) which are common in Drosophila melanogaster (Mitchell & Petenen, 

1982). 

2.0 OVERALL VARIATION IN WlNG SHAPE 

Geometric morphornetnc techniques allow the capturing of more dimensions of shape variation 

than Vie traditional interiandmark distances and have greater power to detect small variations in 

shape (see Chapter 1). An important technique in the geometric morphometric toolbox is the 

generalized least squares (GLS) procrustes supefirnposition, which translates. rotates and 

expands or contracts the configurations of landmarks assaciated with a specimen until the 



distance betwaen al1 specimens and an iteratively-defived consensus or mean configuration is 

minimized (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). When the locations of these superimposed configurations 

are plotted, general trends of shape variation become apparent. 

Because the configurations are aligned, and expanded or contracted to a constant size, or unit 

centroid size, variation at particular landmarks can be interpreted directly. The landmarks are 

biologicaily homologous, tharefore wider scatter around the consensus landmark location 

suggests that the position of the wing vein intersection may be quite labile. However, caution is 

important in such an interpretation, because large variation around one or two landmarks ("the 

Pinocchio effect") can compromise a GLS superimposition, producing a misleading picture. In 

such cases an alternative method, such as generalized resistant fitting (GRF), is preferred 

(Rohlf 8 Slice, l99O). 

2.1 lnterpmtabion of aligned configurations 

Figure 3 plots the aligned and scaled locations of landmarks for al1 2377 specimens included in 

this analysis on a line drawing of a wing that very closely matches the consensus configuration 

(see Chapter 3, Methods). The points themselves are represented as tiny circles in order both 

to reveal general trends and resolve clusten. There are three notable patterns observable on 

this plot. 

Landmarks 7, 8,9 and 10 at the end points of the cross-veins show variation along their 

associated longitudinal veins. This suggests that the positioning of the longitudinal veins is 

largely constant in the sample, but the cross-veins. constrainad devekprnentally to have 

endpoints on the longitudinal veins, may be free developmentally to 'move* inside the wing 

within these constraints. 

These cross-vein landmarks as well as landmarks 2 and 3 at the distal tip. landmarks 7,8,9, 

and 10 at the cross-veins, and landmarks 5. t 1 and 12 in the proximal wing interior. show 



Figure 3. Variation around landmarks for al1 configurations, rotated and scaled to a consensus. 

Plotting is done on a wing line-drawing with a shape that very closely matches the consensus. 

This causes a small amount of disortion in the plot, however. general trends remain 

interpretable. 





variation primarily in a proxirno-distal direction. This suggests that proxirno-distal elongation. 

rather than an anterior-posterior expansion, is a more fmquent type of shape variation. In other 

words, wings vary more in length than in width. 

The most variation is exhibited at landmark 4, where longitudinal vein II meets the vain 

(longitudinal 1)' that forrns the wing margin. The scatter here indicates that this vein moves along 

the circumference of the wing without causing deformation of the wing margin in the majority of 

specimens. Anterior-posterior variation around the landmark, including a few well-defined 

clusters of landmarks in the posterior portion of the cloud. suggest that some clusters of 

specimens. probably species. exhibit variation in a direction which would effectively cause the 

contraction or expansion of the anterior cells (marginal and submarginal). The high variation at 

this landmark may cause a Pinocchio effect, but the biologically-interpratable patterns at other 

landmarks suggest that this effect is probably small. 

3.0 MEAN WlNG SlZE 

The œntroid size produced by the GLS procedure is the total distance between each of the 

landmarks in a configuration and the œntroid of the configuration prior to scaling. It is therefore 

a good descriptor of overall wing size; perhaps better than linear measurements of size, such as 

wing length. or scores on the first principal component of a traditional morphometric data set 

Differences among species in wing centroid size are examined here. 

3.1 Methods 

Due ta larger wings in certain species, wings were imaged at two different magnifications, 

making the centroid size of al1 species not directly comparable. To reflect these differences the 

analysis is done within imaging magnifications. Additionally. analysis was done separately for 

* This. and all vein or cell nomenclature refers to that used by Strickberger (1 965:23) in his key to specias. 



males and females. Two species D. algonquin (ALG) and D. athabasca (ATH) are ornittecl frorn 

these analyses because males and females were measured at different magnifications 

A one-way analysis-of-variance of centroid size on species was perfomed on each of the four 

sex and magnification combinations using packaged routines in S-plus (v4.5, Mathsoft Inc. 

1998). followed by multiple pairwise comparisons with Tukey's studentized range quanüle as the 

critical point (alpha=0.05). Because more than three quantities were compared, the Hayter 

(1 989) sufficient condition was used to check for the validity of the multiple comparisons. S-plus 

did not report any violation of this condition. A more conservative two-way ANOVA with sex and 

species as factors was also perfomed for each magnification. 

3.2 Results 

The mean centroid size of each species, and identifier used to refer to that species is presented 

in Table 1. Sample size infornation is in Chapter 3, Table 2. The one-way analysis-of-variance 

of centroid size was significant (p<0.00001) for each of the four analysis combinations. A 

summary of the multiple wmparisons for the higher magnification images is presented in Figure 

4a. and lower magnification in Figure 4b. The confidence intervals of centroid size difference 

between pairs of species that did include zero (i.e. species sizes that are not significantly 

different) are represented by shaded squares. Unshaded squares imply that the centroid sites 

differ significantly. In both figures the upper diagonal matdx is for female flies, and the lower 

diagonal for male flies. Although pairwise comparisons were not perfomed between 

magnifications, it is probable that species in the lower magnification group (Figure 4b) are 

significantly larger than those in the higher magnification group (Figure 4a) because a lower 

magnification was required to measure them. In the more consenrative two-way analysis-of- 

variance. sex, species, and theii interaction term each contnbuted signifcantly to the model (p c 

0.00001). This result held at both magnifications. Corrections for multiple hypothesis tests are 

unneœssary due to the small pvalues in every case. 



Table 1: Mean centroid size and standard deviations of male and female wings of species 

measured at higher magnification (la. top) and lower magnification (1 b, bottom). Wings are 

ranked from smallest to largest. Three character species identifien are used throughout. 



Table l a  

Male Wings Fernale Wings 

Identifier Species Mean Sire Rank Mean S i e  Rank 

BUS D. busckii 274 î 1 5  4 298 î 18 4 

CPR C. ptvcnemis 298 i 7 7 297 * 7 2 

GUT 0. guttifem 323 * 12 12 335 i 12 10 

LEB D. lebanonensis 319 î 9 1 341 î 15 12 

MEL 0. melanogaster 294 î 1 1 6 331 î 18 8 

MIC D. micromelanica 282 & 11 5 324 8 7 

NEB D. nebulosa 309 I l 0  10 332 î 8 9 

PIC D. pictiventfis 299 i 8 8 313 î 9 6 

SAL D, saltans 273 î 8 3 312 î 7 5 

SIM D. simulans 237 111 1 298 20 3 

STO D. stoneii 3 5 1 k l O  14 373 i 7 14 

STU D. stuttevanti 299 * 9 9 338 12 11 

SUL O. sulfurigaster 325 î 8 13 365 t 11 13 

WIL D. wiIiistoni 258 î 8 2 295 i 5 1 

Table I b  

Male Wlngs Female Wings 
Identifier Species Mean Size Rank Mean Size Rank 

AME D. amen'cana 303 f S S 306 5 3 

FAL O. falleni 263 & I O  2 288 î 13 2 

HYD O. hydeii 295 i l 8  4 308 î 22 4 

IMM O. immiQrans 307 î 16 6 329 20 5 

REP D. repieta 257 i l 1  1 284 k 14 1 

ROB D. robusta 293 î 1 5  3 332 i 12 7 

VIR 0- vr'nis 315 k 7 7 330 i 6 6 



Figure 4. MaVix of multiple pairwise comparisons of species mean centroid sire using Tukey's 

studentized range quantile, following one-way analysis of variance. Figure 4a presents species 

imaged at higher magnification, and Figure 4b those imaged at lower magnification. Shaded 

squares represent comparisons where 95% confidence intervals included zero (Le. mean sires 

are not significantly different). Male data appear below the diagonal, and fernale data above. 
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3.3 Discussion 

No species has a unique distribution of wing sites. Species mean wing sizes are not 

aggregated. but fom a continuum with some overlap (Figure 4. Table 1). The two-way 

analysis-of-variance demonstrates that female wings are significantly larger than males. though 

this pattern is not constant across al1 species (significant interaction term). Though most 

pairwise cornparisons of species at the tips of the tree (Figure 1 ) could not be considered due to 

differences in magnification. those that could (NEB-W IL, SAL-STU, MEL-SIM, and HYD-REP) 

differ significantly in wing size. This may indicate that evolutionary ancestry is not a good 

predictor of wing size. 

4.0 MEAN WlNG SHAPE AND PHYLOGENY 

Previous chapters have been cuncemed with morphological integration. Evidence for how wing 

shape is fomed, and the parallels between species is gleaned from analyses of the within- 

species phenotypic covariance matrix. Phylogeny, too, plays an important role in such an 

evaluation. A more straightforward quantity to assess in a phylogenetic context is species mean 

shape. The rnultivariate methodology is well established, and permits identification and 

interpretation of how species have diverged in wing shape. Overall differences among mean 

shapes are tested first, and the overlap among means identified. The proximity of species 

means, and the manner in which the species differ is considered next Finally, the proximity of 

species means is examined in light of the phylogenetic hypothesis for the group. 

4.i Methods 

The metric of wing shape in the following analyses is the weight matrix (see Chapter 1, and 

Chapter 3. Methods. for discussion) consisting of the 18 partial warp variables and the 2 uniform 

components of shape defomiaüon. These analyses combine male and female data. with one 

exception. because any differenœs observeci among species are al1 the more robust if they are 

upheld despite the shape diffietences observecl between sexes. AN analyses use packaged or 



third-party routines written in S-plus (v4.5, Mathsoft Inc.. 1998). Three character species 

identifies used to simplify plotting are as in Table 1. 

4.1.7 Diffemnces in means 

Because small deviations from nomality exist in al1 the weight matrix variables that may make 

parametric hypothesis testing, such as multivariate analysis-of-variance. inappropriate, a linear 

discriminant analysis is used to quant@ the distinctness of species means. S-plus routines for 

linear discriminant analysis are provided by Venables 8 Ripley (1 997). The data are divided 

into two random subsets: a training data set consisting of one third of the data, and an 

evaluation data set consisting of the remaining twa thirds. The training data are used to 

estimate the discriminant fundions, and the evaluation data are classified using the discriminant 

functions, and error rates are detenined. An examination of the rate of species 

misclassification on an independent data subset provides a robust test of mean differences and 

pennits identification of overlapping distributions. 

4.1.2 Pmximity of species means 

To visualize the overlapping of species means, their proximity, and the distribution of shapes 

around those means. principal component analysis is used for data reduction, and the scores on 

the two components with largest eigenvalues are plotted. Male and female data are analyzed 

separately so that male and female differenœs do not load heavily ont0 the axes. Common 

principal component analysis and the pktting of the resulting scores, although recommended for 

multi-group principal component analyses (Airoldi 8 Flury, 1 988), is unneœssary here because 

other woik has shown that wmmon or partial principal component structure does not hold for al1 

species under study (analysis of most basal nodes in Chapter 3, Figure 3) 



4.1.3 Biological interpretatjon of reduced shape space 

The two principal componenl axes with the largest eigenvalues are regressed against each 

variable in the weight matrix, and the predicted values at the maximum and minimum score on 

each component axis are used to produce a wing illustration. The wing illustration depicts the 

deviation frorn the reference configuration at each landmark at the point in shape spaœ 

predicted by the score on the component axis. A more detailed description of this meüiod can 

be found in Chapter 3, Methods. The illustrations are placed beside the axes to provide a 

biological interpretation of the PCA plot. 

4. t -4 Clustering of species means 

Cluster analysis of the pairwise euclidean distanœ matrix between each species centroid shape 

is used to summanze the proximity of species in shape space. The cluster tree is built using a 

compacted or wmplete-linkage method of neighbour joining, which links sub-terminal clusters at 

the maximum difference between species in each cluster. 

4.2 Results 

Most species in this analysis have sufficiently distinct means in shape space that linear 

discrimination and subsequent reclassification can detemine their identity (Table 2a). The total 

error rate in the analysis was 4.9%. Given the overall similarity of wing shape among these 

taxa, as shown in Figure 1, this is a remarkably low error rate. It suggest that rnultivariate shape 

analysis is an extremely powelful approach. Reduction of shape variation to two dimensions 

using ?CA (Figure 5) demonstrates that many species have fairly distinct distributions of 

shapes. though this is not always revealed in the plot because presentation considerations 

neœssitated a uniforni plotting character. 

The major biological differences among species means can be interpreted from the wing 

illustrations (Figure 5, axis margins). The pattern is similar for wings of bath males and fernales. 



Table 2: Linear discriminant analysis of species shape. (Table 2a) LDA with a randomly 

selected training data set (113 of the data). and subsequent reclassification with an evaluation 

data set (remaining U3 of the data). Misclassifications in Table 2b. 



Table 2s 

Nurnber of Specimens 

Species Classification Classification 

Identifier Trained Evaluated Enors Error Rate 

ALG 

AME 

ATH 

BUS 

CPR 

FAL 

GUT 

HYD 

IMM 

LEB 

MEL 

MIC 

NEB 

PIC 

REP 

ROB 

SAL 

SIM 

STO 

STU 

SUL 

VIR 

WlL 

 o or breakdown of classification errors see Table 2b. 



Table Pb 

Misclassification 

Species Classified As Times Error Rate 

ALG ATH 15 0.32 

ALG BUS 2 0.04 

ATH ALG 3 0.07 

ATH SIM 1 0.02 

HYD ROB 20 0-1 7 

MEL SIM 24 0.1 8 

SIM MEL 17 0.22 



Figure 5. Principal component analysis of the weight matrix of al1 species data. For the male 

data set (Figure Sa) principal component one explains 24.9% of the variation, and principal 

component Mo explains 14.4%. In the female data (Figure 5b), principal component one 

explains 25.3%, and principal component two 14.2%. Wing vector plots are associated with the 

maximum and minimum scores on each axis. Three character species idenüfiers (see Table 1) 

are plotted so that they are centred on the mean score for each species. For clarity in 

presentation, al1 scores are plotted with a small circle, and means that overlap such that the 

identifiers are obscured are plottad using a single letter. Key: A = HYD and ROB; 6 = ATH 

and SAL; C = VIR and FAL; D = MIC and AM€; E = ALG and SAL; F = MEL and SIM. 



Principal Component 2 

-0.08 -0.04 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 



Principal Component 2 

-0.02 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 



Principal component one, with the largest eigenvalue, represents an expansion or contraction of 

the distal portion of the wing. with little differentiation in the proximal portion. Principal 

component two represents an attraction or separation of the posterior cross-vein and landmark 

4. which might be interpreted as a contrast between round wing shapes and longfihin wing 

shapes. 

The misclassifications in the linear discriminant analysis (Tables 2a and b) generally correspond 

to those species which overlap in the reduced PCA shape space. However, the discriminant 

analysis, despite pooled male and female data, suggests much less overiap. Most 

misdassifications are aligned with phylogenetic proximity (Figure 1 ), with the notable exception 

of D. hydeii (HYD) classified as D. robusta (ROB). An inspection of a typical wing of each of 

these species (Figure 1) demonstrates their similatity. D. algonquin (ALG) classified as D. 

busckii (BUS) occurs with low frequency, and Figure 5a suggests that this is associated with 

only male wing shape. The phylogenetic relationship of D. busckii with the other taxa in this 

study is not known. 

The cluster analysis (Figure 6) demonstrates remarkable sirnilarity to the phylogenetic 

relationships arnong taxa (Figure 1 ; also see Chapter 3, Figure 3 and Methods). Generally 

terminal relationships among species pairs are aligned with phylogeny (exceptions are marked). 

Each subgenus clusters uniquely, though relationships among subgenera do not reflect 

P ~ Y  logeny 

4.3 Discussion 

Analyses were able to distinguish the mean shape of alrnost al1 species. This is a remarkable 

iesult given the apparent similarity of the wings. Furthemore, much of this differentiation 

among species shapes is explained by phylogeny. 



Figure 6. Cluster tree of euclidean distances batvueen species centroids in shape space, using 

a cornpacted method of neighbour joining. Species whose terminal relationships do not match 

the phylogenetic hypothesis for the group are marked. Genetal mernbenhip in taxonomis 

groups is indicated and major devialions from phylogenetic pattern are marked. 



subgenus a su bgenus 2 s  
Sophophora 1 Drosophila 

3 8 



In addition, closely related species show affinities in the appearance of their wings in ways 

beyond that which can be captured with a landmark-based assesment of shape. The shapes of 

certain cells m n  be similar (e.g. antetior marginal cell in D. immigrans and D. suIfMgaster and 

square-wrnered proximal postefior cell in 2. sepsoides and 2. inermis), as is the curvature of 

vains (e.g. lack of curvature in longitudinal vein II in O. lebanonesis and D. stoneii, and lack of 

distal curvature in longitudinal vein III in D. amencana and O. vinlis). The movement of 

longitudinal vein II (most anterior) at landmark 4 in many species is an important source of 

diffetentiation. Its abrupt truncation in O. guttifera, D. pictiventns, and C. procnemis may be an 

important pattern for ecological interpretation due to the distant relationship among these 

species, and it may also explain their clustering in Figure 6. These results suggest Mat 

continuaus form analyses, such as foufier shape analysis that quantifies curvature (Dryden 8 

Mardia, 1998), or the analysis of intewenal areas, may also prove insightful. 

Of al1 species shapes, that of D. guttifra is the most distinct. It is unique among the North 

American drosophilid fauna in having wing spots (Sturtevant, 1943) . an observation that 

suggests its wings have seen an unusual amount of evolutionary change. It is possible that 

wing shape and pigmentation is a secondary sexual character ni this species, making it an 

interesting target for sexual selection studies. 

Although supefficially the 23 species of pomace fly appear similar in shape, and some virtually 

identical (O. melamgaster and O. simulans) geometric methods have revealed clear 

differenœs. This suggests that methods with a high degree of power to resolve small shape 

differenœs are invaluable when examining planar wing shape. 
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